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PADUCAH, KY., SUNDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 17. 1905.

DISCOVERS GERM WHEEL FACTORY
Dr. Archinard's Efforts are
Credited With Success.

HOT PRIMARY

TEMPERANCE

Pages
1 To 8

VOL 22, NO. 119

STRETCHED OUT A CAIRO INCIDENT

COMMITTEE MEETS TOMOR- THINGS ARE
HUMMING UP IN AN
INSTRUCTFUL
SESSION TROUBLES LAST FROM NEAR
ROW TO START CANVASS
LIVINGSTON OVER NOMIWAS HELD BY W. C. T. U.
JEFFERSON CLEAR UP TO
FOR BONDS.
NATION,
LAST THURSDAY,
AVENUE.

Two Negroes Fight With
More Than Usual Result

Secretary Coons Returns From St. Three Weeks From
NEW ORLEANS YESTERDAY
Yesterday There Mts. Norvell Gave Delightful Review, Den
Russell Caught at Mayfield on
Louis and Chicago—Ladies Did
HELD BENEFIT FESTIVAL
Will Be Held Precinct ConWhite Mrs. Duley's Recitation
PASSING MAN" MORTALLY
Charge of sealing Here—Other
Not Make Weekly Report
getation
s
in
This
County.
Was Entestalning Feature.
o.
SHOT AND OTHERS HURT.
Police News.
Movement Inaugurated to Completely
Yesterday morning Secretary D. Attorney C. W. Watts arrived in
Divorce the Health Boards From
The meeting of the WI C. T. U. at
Fighting continued up Third street George Bruce, OW of Rhodes-8mW. Coons of the Commercial club the city yesterday from Smithla
Politics.
nd the Baptist church last Thursday af- both
ford's Attaches, Innocent VicNorth and South, last evening,
returned front Chicago and St. Louis, where be and the other candidates
are ternoon was fully up to the standard, and
tim of the Row.
blows were handled all the way
where be has been on business con- having a warm campaign for
the in the interest aroused and in the from
in front of Harbour's, departnected with the steel wheel factory democratic nomination
LACK OF CONFIDENCE
for county subjects presented for consideration. ment
store, north of Broadway up to
DUE TO CONDITIONS project, that looks towards location attorney to fill the place made vacant
Mrs. C. A. Norval reviewed a late Third and Kentucky avenue.
here of that industry. While io fse brAtite resignation recently of LawMUCH EXCITEMENT AND
article by Dr. J. H. Kellog$, president
A large crowd had collected in
Windy City he conferred with the year Everett Butler, who
TALK OF LYNCHING.
had to re- of the noted
sanitarium at Battle front of the Harbour establishment,
factory people and is confident this sign on account of being afficted with
New Orleans, Sept.
Or- city will capture the plant. A meetCreek,
A icboo I.
.
Nlpich., on "The Food Value of wheer a mammoth business is done
consumption.
leans took a half holiday today and
every Saturday night. Pete Thomping has been called for tomorroy
iketr.
Butler
was
chosen
Last night shortly after to o'clock
the
party
participated in i monster festival ar- mornin
,
son,
a colored man, was standing on Mr. George
g at 9 o'clock by the coleettifts nominee
Dr.
Kellogg
began
by
saying
that
a
for that office during the
Bruce, clerk at the
ranged to swell the citizen yelolow tee
from the dub that has in hand ounty primary some months ago, proper discussion of this subject ne- the sidewalk, when Cicero Anderson, Rhodes
fever fund. The festival wits precedBurford branch establishthe.matter of getting up subscriptions but took ill and had to go Wkst for cessitated a correct idea of the mean- Cecil Schoolcraft aircl several other ment
at Ca.ro, VISA shot in the stomed by a parade that was witnessed by to
the fund that ICH be used in tak- his had health. Reports came back ing of the word "food." After consid- young fellows came along. Thomp- ach by
a negro named George Melarge crowds in, the business section. ing
the Sloane worth of bonds the from Denver that be Was dead, this ering various conceptions of the term son and Anderson got into a diffi- tin.,
who was firing at hie antagonist,
The weather was ideal and a spirit of factory
people ask to be floated here, being last spring, but it was erron- as involved in the celebrated Atwater culty and the latter was smashed one. Tom
-enthusiasm pervaded the participants, in
Mitchell, during a fight at the
order to interest local 'capital to eous. When he did come back
his controversy, Dr. Kellogg defines the For this they were arrested.
°artier of 'Sixth and Commercial
resulting from a belief that the trifling that
extent. Later in the -weak there doctors advised him to relinquish the word as "any substance capable of Schoolcraft and the others .pro- streets,
in the Egyritisn city. News
number of deaths being reported in will
be held the mass meeting spoken nomination for county attorney and supplying energy to the body at the ceeded on up Third street toward of
the unfortunate shooting reached
the second half of yellow months in- of in
aonther column, to interest -eo- go seek health. He did so and now right time and in the right way, and the avenue, and when they reached
here shortly after, with the inform-dicated that the fight against the fever
ple in the affair.
the county democratic committee of which can be digested, absorbed and the latter thoroughfare they butted tion that the doctors
is almost won.
did not think
into Reed Mtarmick and he took a Mr. Bruce
LivingstwajggeLcalled a special pri- assimilated in the body."
While nothing has been given to
would
live.
He then points out fourteen dif- punch at Sehoolcraft. They tied trp,
Open Meetings.
mary for October atst to select anthe public concerning the results of
George Martin and Tom Mitchell
Secretary Coons fs- trying to urge
ferences between the effects of alco- but the officers untied them and they
nominee.
the investigations that have been upon
fell
out Over $3 Sn morsey, and
the
board of directors of time
MitchBesides Attorney Watto the candi- hol and that of the standard foods, were arrested also, The balance of ell
made at the Emergency hospital, Dr.
took a shotgun and struck Martin
Commercial club the inrportan‘e of dates for the nominat
suCti
bread,
as
potatoe
and
the
s
appels
bunch then 'proceeded on withion are Fred
Hamilton P. Jones, who is the sura blow across the arm, breaking_the
holding "open meetings" at their Cowper, W. I.
A few of these are that when alco- out further incident.
Clark, 0. C. Lasher
geon in charge, announced at a meetaim in such a fearful manner that the.,
hedaquarters, like is done by the and G. H. Happohee.
hol
continu
is
ously
used
it
requires
They are all
ing of the board of trade that be bedoctors believe amputation will - b*
commercial organizations in
uis- out canvassing the county and a hot more and more to produce the Mee
lieved that Dr. Archinard, the emiCaught at Last.
necessary. Mitchell Then gave the
vilk, Chicago, and other large cities. fight is on like all the warm
effect:
This
is
not
the case with the
nent local bacteriologist, who has
political
Dan Russell was brought here yes- gun bo
At these "open" sessions there is batles in that nest
a saloort harterxter, 404.
different foods.
of democracy.
been at work in the laboratory, has
terday at noon hoot Mayfield by whom Martin
„q.
invited the public, and specially those
When one uses alcohol habitually,
got It ifftr ;chased
discovered time germ of yelhow fever.
Marshal
Charles
McNutt
He
business
is
.
men
not
he soon has a tremendous craving
Mitchell to Sixth and Commercial.
members of the
Nothing will be officially published
MeCracken's Coroner.
club, so as to interest them in what is
for it. This is not true of the foods. wanted On the charge of grand her- which is right in the center of the
until the investigations are complete.
cry, and arriving here was g
going on and enlist their aid in push- The precinct mass conventions to •By Careful experiments
business district and was crowd-4
;t has been
It
.connection with the emergency
„
ing the progress forward. Exper- be ilaidein this city and county to se- shown that alcohol, even in small his liberty on executing taco rblonnik
t witb hundred, of people.
hospital, Dr. Jones said that the most
Meillhe'
April 9th, Igoe, Russell and Ed fired
ience has shown the city clubs that lecteinglegittes in the coroner's race, doses, is a narcotic. If any
at Mitchell, but the contents of
food
expensive equipment had been purbe held in just three weeks should
this character of meetings have irebe discovered to produce a Smith were sleeping together at the the gun missed the anitagoniet and
chased with. the view to its transfer
sterday, October 7th, which simibar effect,
anxiety in regard to ifs St. Nicholas hotel. Smith claims landed in she stomach of Mr. Bruce.
to the permanent isolation hospital bounded to benefit of not only the
y. The delegates chosen Atmore
that the other stole $20.45 and a who
club,
but
everybo
dy
as
;well,
and
would
be aroused.
was passing at the time. Bruce
when it shall have been established.
e precinct gatherings receive
coat
many times good suggesfbns and
and vest from him and skipped fell and the
Alcohol in every dose, whether
first person to reach bent
timely remarks are heard, whereas instructions for whom to vote for large • or small, lessens muscula out. Marshal McNutt picked Russell was Mr Peety
r
No More Politics.
Burton, the former
coroner
when the nomination is made power
immediately.
Experiments up yesterday at Mayfield and brought member of Paducah's fire department,
Remarks by Dr. Beverly Warner. they would not be considered jf the the folk,wing
Wednesday, October with a dynamometer
him
gatherings had not been held.
back
here to stand trial of the who is now located
have shown that
Dr. Magruder and others at the same
at Cairo, and was
itth, when there is held at the coun- after
drinking two ounces of brandy, charge, which he denies
also passing that way at the time.
meeting, indicated that as soon as
ty
courtho
use,
the
rinse
convent
ion
No
Report From Ladies
a min's lifting power will be diminDuring the melee another negro
the fever is over a movement will be
The ladies of the Daughters of the for that pprpose.
Pugilistic Bout.
ished, at least two-fifths. Food innamed
piessed here completely to divorce
Harvey William was shot in,
There are several aspirants for the
Leech CYBryari and George Butler, the leg, and
creaks muscular power within half
the health boards from politics. The Confederacy, and Daughters of the position. This
still a third darky named
nomination is made to an hour.
American revolution, did not report
two boys, got into a scrap yesterday Charles
president of the state board is now
Brown, was bit in the arm.
fill
a
vacancy
,
just
kke
yesterd
that
of
ay
Livingto
Secreta
afterno
ry
on
Coons what
near the Postal telegraph
, Degeneration of all the tissues of
appointed by the governor, and the
Great exeoement was caused by
ston county, the only difference being
the body is induced by the habitual office at Secand and Broadway, and the shooting and talk
president of the city board is elected had been done regarding subscrip- that the
of lynchin
coroner's nominee, James use rif alcohol,
tions to the fund being raised for
while the babitual use when the pugilists stopped at ring- was indulged in, but this morningg
by the city council. It is proposed
Crow,
died
while
Mir.
Butler
purchas
is in'of food is essential to a healthy con- ing of the hell Butler thought he had early
e of a handsome silver service
to ask legislation which will permit
news to The Register was that
set that will be presented by this city bad health.
his face smeared with red ink, the things had
dition of these tissues.
the medical societies to suggest the
quieted down.
to the officers of the gunboat PaduDr. Kellogg concludes by saying: blood was gushing from his nose in
names of physicians, from whom
Bruce is about 18 yearn of age and
cah,
named
for
this
such
municipa
spurts
lity.
and dying crimson his a most popular
"Science can ere; an error with
these officers shall be selected.
young business man.
Several of the prime workers,artiong
:heavy consequences has been the face and cloth ng. They were sum"We all know," said Dr. Magruder,
the
women
good
have
moned
been
to
'4lib
'procla
61
appear before the police
iming alchol to be a food and
"that there has been a lamentable
a tonic; but science itself through court tomorrow morning.
lack of confidence in our authorities the city for the past week, te4refore
off
its progrees will correct its errors
in the surrounding states. We should the labor in this regard d
to- K. I. T. LEAGUE HOLDS FINAL including the error with regard to alwork in every manner to overcome a little, but they will start
MEETING NEXT SUNDAY
cohol."
this condition of affairs. The people morrow and expect to cont the
THE RETAIL MERCHANTS' ASAT VINCENNES.
the
Miss Christine Myers read a revieve
of the surrounding states should undertaking, successfully. un
SOCIATION HOLDS MEETdesired
amount
is
gotten.
Already
of
Present
"The
Status of the Temknow that when we report a certain
ING TUESDAY
$am
has
been
pledged
,
but
they Weft
perance Question."
member of castes there are just that
$1,500.
SHERI
FF
POTTE
R
CALLS
Manage
r
COMLloyd
$1n
Austria
Goes
last
yeathe governto Cincinnati
minket of caste here and no more."
Inducements Outside Rates Will Be
MISSIONERS TO MEET
Tomorrow For Visit—L. A. L.
ment issued 1100,000 copies of a pamToday's report shows some twentyOffered People of Neighboring
TOMO
RROW
START
phlet'
.
SOMET
Club
entitled
Plays
HING.
"Away
Today.
,
with
five new cases of fever and only two
Alcohol,"
Towns to Come Here.
In rireat Britain King Edward has
deaths
Council Going to Make it Hot For
declared that wine drinking must
Sheriff Lee Potter yesterday issued
Now that the faH season is apBitulithic People.
One week from today there will be cease in the army and urges that a call for the county election commis- proaching and bwiness
is coming on
water
be
used
drinkin
in
his
g
'health.
held at Vincennes, Ind., the last
sioners of NicCracken county to with a good lush the merchants of
Tomorrow night the council bold; meeting of the K.
In Germany, Count Halseler, one of
I. T. baseball leameet tomorrow afternoon at 1:30 this city arn'freParing to inaugurate
its regular meeting, and a,
the purpose of winding up the Emperor's intimate advisers and o'clodk at the county court house for a series of excursions
into this city
of that body stated last even
a
total
abstainer for twenty-five
mess of the organization and
the purpose cf selecting the psecinct from the nurroundii.g towns in order
SCHOOL PAPER WILL BE RE- during the session there wou d be bringing matters to a close for this years bas issued a strong protect
officers who are to serve during to draw as much trade as possible
made a motion thee if the bitulithie season. Preside
SUMED. BY HIdH SCHOOL
nt Charles Brown is against the use of liglici. by soldiers, the approaching registration. aid also from the neighboring
places. The
people did not go ahead w
PUPILS.
now
eparing for the session where declaring that the soldier who i6- the regular November election
busines
s
.
Vie
men
shopper
and
s of those
Kentucky and Jefferson str
stains
is
the
best
man and the best
theriqkill.be coming up considerable
commissioners are Mr. Lem Ogilvie, places every spring and 'tali go to
construc
tion
seileiers
work
finish
.
and
life
also
says
that
brandy
matterli
for disposal, and they want
Miss Caroline Ham Will Be Business
den" eie•. aiol Mr. Will am Farley, the large cities to make their purthe time limit placed when
to get everything attended to before is the worst poikon oi all but that rco• •
Meister, While Staff Remains
WV:. commission- chases on acnunt of
the unusually
tract was let thew, that
adjoilthenent. It is believed they can beet conic, next to it in effects.
Same As Last Year.
er.CL,,Sk'n by the state.
By vir- low railroad and steamboat rates ac,charged for every day they N
be- transiet all before them during the 1.9litiliar action is being taken in
other European countries while great tue f his office as sheriff, Mr. Pot- corded them, but as Paducah has
337orld the time bruit, the 069,iiint one dgy's sitting.
mode umpire of the election grown to be a most important and
The young people of the high specified when they got the dOteact. -ser
gains are reported thtoughout the ter
L000
co‘''
-O
yrocs in the meetings.
ever increasing esonemercia) center,
school department at the Washington This councilman continued further
United States.
Chief Departs.
"l'l
s•itos,y commissioners select the progrenseve men of here believe
building are prparing to resume pub- that it would not be surprising if a
Mrs.
H.
H.
Duley
read
selectio
a
n
Tomorrow Chief Harry Lloyd will
tic,- judges and one clerk that much good can be done by oflication of their monthly periodical movement was startedoto take t
leam.foo Cincinnati Where he will be from that charming writer of stories fr rt ech prec:nct, and divide
the per- fering. inducements to our neighbo called "The Ishkodah", which they contract away from the people; d4
and verse, Eugene Fields, entitled,
, gone several weeks visiting
relativest "Daniel and
stamil
' r inally as possible be- to come to this town and
got out last term and made such a durahans were no fools to be, toerafp
do the r
the
Devil,"
Daniel
sells
While there he will keep his eye on
and republicans. trading, therefore they have decided
his soul to the devil for the considera- twerit
hit with. The paper is devoted to ed with by any such unnecester‘ and the situation
and
close
contl-ac
with
ts
hew
xierric control at the to act.
s maters o( interest around the sCh001 unprecedented delays .
tion of twenty-four years' service Tle
players for next year. He intends to
President Charles Welk, of the
rooms, and in additiob to furnishing
item devil, during which time Dan- veep( n. v prec:ncts they are staget the best that money can buy, and
tioe:A.
Retail Merchants' A-isociatioet, has
much amusement- and pleasure to the
FREE FOR SOLDIERS.
have the ensuing season like those in iel requires the devil to establish hosLetweei row aed the meeting the issued a call Pot a spal meeting of
publishers, it proved a medium for
pitals and orphan asylums, and to
the past, nothing but pennant winning
build a fashionable church, to see coreerisaioners itedl look up the party that body of businoeir men at the
development of their talent, as well as Tennessee River Packet Line Gives
clube.
•a financial sucCese, the money being
that none but honest men arc elected law end ece if t is compulsory that Commercial club headquarters on
Boats Over to Veterans
turned into their rternlar fund for upto office, and many other things thing they select precinct officer, altogeth- South Fourth. street,-,next Tuescday
Play a! Princeton.
building the clubs they maintained_
the same lines. The devil grumbles er(AO of the Hit of name.4 each pre- evening at 8 o'clock. At that time
President I. T. Rhea and General
The L. L. L.'s go to Princeton, Ky. a good deal, but, never.'aeless, keeps cinet member of the county and city they will take up the exciirsOn
This year the business manager will Manager James Koger, of the Tenquesbe Mies Caroline Ham, of North nessee River ,Packet lines, have in- this morning where they will play sawing wood until Daniel asked him cometittees, reptiblican and demo- tion and select committees that will
the
crack.
amateur
team of that place one day to close the saloons on Sun- crat subo-O them. Although while arrange with the different railroad
.Sixth street, who is one of the most vited a large crowd of Confederate
s
popular scholars at the building, and veterans to have free use and trans- in the afternoon.
day. At this the devil sets up a most notf.:,ev f
I:H(1 is expected, still and steamboats rewarding rates. etc.
Princet
on
leis
defeated
every one tmeartltly howl emitting blue smoke
sestne me.rree..lotic man should be- The committee will also designate
quite a talented young lady. The portaton aboard their line of boats
staff for this season will be the same it, going between Johnsonville, Tenn. of Paducah's hest amateur chubs, in- from his nostril. He positively re- come s
Sfl• of the city or county the dates these crowds are to
be
cluding the L. A L.'s, and now the fuses to do 'this sayin% if he did
as lee; in eletry department, and the and Shiloh battlefield, where
the commitoee, he could select a list of brought in over the respective lines
the ve)'- latter will today try their hardest to
young people ate now organizing and erans go to hold their
fires would go out down below and moos frnen his precinct containing and in fact prepare for everything.
three days' re- recover some of their lost laurels.
business would come to an end; people vsho noiiId not be desirable
preparing to get out their initial is- union, commemoratin
One feature that will probably be
g the oglebrat- 'Eddie Brahic goes along as catcher, his
Daniel's soul was saved by this to serve
sue, which is always hooked forward ed battle of that
election officers, and then adopted will be that of any keit
bloody field. Many while the 'balance of the lineup is as so
violation of the contract and the compel that elle:ices he made from merchant paying the railroad fare for
to by hundreds of their friends o- have taken advantage,
of the munifi- follows:
William ,Block, pitcher: devil returned to the nether region this list. if lt was
de the educational circles.
absolutely neces- every out-of-trown, customer that
cent offer of the liberal packet line. Sands, first base;
Dareal, second tike a dog who has had a whipping sary that il"se ,names
The young stiiilents are also aralone be con- ecimes here on the eiteterWon and buys
base;
'Mavis.
third
base; Ilugg, short
ranging to re-otganiez their literary
Mrs. Duley so captivated her au- sidered. The commissioners expect a certain amount of good.. The cussLexington, Tenn., is to have a big stop; Mix. heft field;
Decker, center dience by this rendition that a motion the mo.+ retThtsle
and theatrical clubs foe the coming street fair four days
name" from pre- torn has ptevailed With the big city
in next months fl:elflo. George Block, right field and
was immediately made and carried cinct coeseeliteemen, but f this
nine months, and expect to repeat dating from the 25th.
is houses for years and is a great item
Die*Itit pitcher.
that arrangements be made in the not forshreieline, they would not
some of the entertaining affairs they
when there is cysusidered the inducebe
he
local
leucite
park can he near future for Mrs. Duley to give it 44ver,e •ei having
gave last winititi at which times large The Kentucky State
ments offered/ It is more than probthe
power
to
desBankers asred the local amateurs will have again before a larger audiente.
crowds always 'witnessed their pro- sociation will meet in Louisvil
ignete '..oto they -desired, up trying able that t
special trains will be
le Oc- OA) Princeton team to come here next
Every one went home well pleased to get *-0:-.est end fair men
ductions.
run
tober 2.
into
t
'city
from
during October ard
each
Way.
with the afternoon work.
party.
Novernhe
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pening of Levy's New Store
WEDNESDAY,SEPTEMBER 20TH.

WEI

This store will open with a thorough and complete line of Ladies' Suits, Coats, Skirts, Waists, Silk Petticoats,
Mercerized Pitticoats, Fur Sets, Fur Scarfs, Muffs, Near Seal, Seal, Astrachan, Persian Lamb, Krinuner and Beaver
Jackets. The lines shown will embrace the product of America's greatest tailors and manufacturers, also including a
varied line of Silk, Mohair and Linen Shirt Waists that are made to fit and to grace the form.
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Levy's Opening
Doors Open at
8:30 O'clock

Wednesday, Sept. 20, 1905
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Doors Open at
8:30 O'clock
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EVERYBODY ASKED TO INSPECT THE GREATEST LINE OF READY-TO-WEAR CLOTHES EVER SHOWN IN
THIS PART OF THE COUNTRY.

the Week in Social Circles.

LITTLE FOLKS THE RIVER NEWS!'

110
CO

in
games, music, dancing and other ENTERTAINING
Wedding Announcement.
PRSENTA-,
Stages Yesterday.
Friends' here are pleased to learn pleasures that were brought to a close
TION AT THE KENTUCKY
Cairo
15.3 0.2 rise
that next WVdnesday at ' otlock with a nice luncheon.
YESTERDAY.
Chattanooga
.... 2.5 0.1
fall
41,41W4W*
Miss Bertha Mertz, of St. Louis, and
Cincinnati
6.8 .. stand
Owensboro.
Weds
at
city,
Mr. Frederic C. Hoerber, of this
Evansville .... .5.S .. fall
At 7 o'clock next Thursday mornwill be united in marriage at the
Florence
1.0 .. stand
Many
Witnessed
and
Enjoyed
the
home of the bride, 2315 South Eigh- ing there will be united in marriage
Johnsonville
fall To Do Your Shopping at L. B. Ogilvie & Co.'s
27 0.3
Scenes
Beautiful
and
CulminaMeani
: Louis. The nup- at the St. Paul's Catholic church in
teenth street, St
Louisville
stand
3.5
..
tion.
To Save Money on Every Purchase.
tials will be solemnized in presence Owensboro Miss Adele Payne, of that
Mt. Carmel
0.2 rise
4.7
of only the immediate family and city, and Mk. Carl Wells, of PaNashville ....
8.3 0.1 fall
relatives. After performance of the ducah. After the nuptials the young
Pittsburg
3.6 0.1 fall
.A
crowd
of
between
soo
and foo
ceremony the young people leave on folks come here to take up their
Davis
Island
Dam
....
1.0 fall
WE OFFER YOU THE BEST GOODS IT IS
their bridal tour over the country, home , the groom being connected were at The Kentucky yesterday af- )ft. Vernon
POSSIBLE TO PUR
5.2 0-4 fall
ternoon
witnessing
the
presentation
returning here about October is, * with the firm of J. A. Goseser & Co.
CHASE
FOR THE PRICE, AND OFTENTIMES
Paducah
fall
6.1
0.i
BETTER
there by the little folks of the play
THAN
4tTaa'tV4
take up their abode oa West Monroe
OTHERS CAN SELL YOU. ISN'T THAT OBJECT
"Titania,
The
Queen
of
The
Fairies,"
Organize Cotillion.
ENOUGH TO
street.
The young men of the city are pre- and all the spectators were highly de- The Wash Honshell has gone to MAKE TRADING AT OGILVIE'S WORTH YOUR WHILE?
The charming young lady is a talPittsburg.
ented and accomplished bride of a paring to organize a Cotillion club lighted at the extraordinarily fine
Last night the Warren came back
sparkling, happy disposition that that wi4 give a series of handsome form of entertainment furnished them
from
Cairo and is now lying here
by
the
young
participants.
The
play
winter.
coming
No
the
during
dances
wine the hearts of all. She lived here
waiting until 8 o'clock tomorrow
for several years and is the daughter club or German existed last winter, throughout teemed with interesting
anof Mr. F. G. Mertz, the former con- but the approaching cold periods will points and beautiful scenes and the morning, when she gets away on
A GRANDER GATHERING OF DRESS FABRICS
HAS NEVER
ttuetor on the Illinois Central rail- be interspersed with many charming cu:mination was one of smell satis- other trip for that city. She is in the
Dick
Fowler's
BEEN
faction
place.
to
everybody
SHOWN IN PADUCAH. VALUE OUT OF
'interested.
Cotillion
by
club.
the
balls
to
road, who moved firom Paducah
ORDINARY,
ilb4W-4re*
Outside the cast that has been pub- There got away for ttr Tennessee BEAUTY THAT IS SUPREME SHINES FROM
St. Louis last year.
EVERY
YARD.
lished several times, the following river last night the steamer Kentucky
Me. Hoerber is the secretary and Entertained At HoteL
AT 5oc PER YARD YOU CAN FIND MOHAIRS,
next
SECILIANS,
treasurer of tbeHoerber brewery at ukt the New Richmond hotel Wed- little folks took part in the produc- She comes back here again
GRANITES IN THE LEADING FALL SHADES, ALSO
Thursday night.
A BIG LOT
Tenth and Monroe streets and came nesday evening Mrs. Lena Englert tion:
OF NOVELTY CHECKS AND PLAIDS
Tomcerow
should
night
late
there
here several years since from Chi- entertained a number of friends Fairies—Lucille
MCBroom, GerAT ft oo A FULL LINE OF BROADCLOTHS.
cago. He is a sterling and progres- with delightful games and music, that trude Lukens, Leka Hovenden, Dixie come out of the Tennessee river the
PR UN ELLAS,
sive business man, who is known to were followed with service of dainty Hale, Ruth Mire, Flossie Bugg, Nel- steamer Clyde. She la)s here until VOILES, CREPE DE PARIS AND MANY
OTHERS
refreshments
maiefirien*.
lie Cave, Rosalie Warfield, Idel Der- 5 o'clock Wednesday afternoon beAS KTO BE SHOW
THE NOVELTY
•
(Continued on Page Twelve.)
BROADCLOTHS IN
rington, Madaline Cook, Ruth Nor- fore skipping out on her return trip.
INVISIBLE
CHECKS
AND
PLAI DS AT li.25 AND Ilia.co YARD
morn
Joe
Fowler
The
comes
in
tin,
River.
on
Outing
Happy
yell, Pauline Weikert, Myrtle Hans,
A most charming evening was
Effie Rhodes, Helen Burkholder, Lena ing from Evansville and lays here unspent on the Ohio and Tennessee rivHurst Nerine Parker, Bernice Moon- til to o'clock tomorrow morning beers Wednesday night by a crowd of
ey, Edna Mooney, Elizabeth Weimer, fore leaving on her return to that
young ladies and gentlemen who enMargaret Bonds, May Bonds, Eliza city.
joyed themselves several hours in
Hale, Goldie Fields, Georgie Sisk, The Henry Harley went yesterday
THERE IS EVERY INDUCEMENT FOR YOU TO
BUY YOUR
skiffs. Those in the party were: THE LONE OAK PEOPLE DE- Nola Knight, Bonner Dodson, Jone to Evansville and does not come
METHODIST
FALL
THE
SIRE
AND WINTER SUIT HERE. STYLE, QUALITY, FIT
Henrietta Koger, Mabel
Misses
Fields, Eunice White, Cora Rhodes, back until Tuesday.
AND
COLLEGE NEAR THEM
Today the Buttorff comes in from WORKMANSHIP THAT CANNOT BE SURPASSED
aVeaks, Frances Terrell, Rela ColeRuth Mitchell, Pauline Hank, Lotta
ARE OUR
man, Fannie Coleman, Louise Cox,
Briggs, Edith Davenport, Bertha Car- Nashville and gets away at noon to- STRONG ARGUMENTS. PRICES FROM ft5
TO 140
NEW SUITS
morrow for Clarkaielle.
Irene Scott, Scruggs, of Greenville. Offer Fifty Acre Tract of Land as ter, Mlarjory Flegle and others.
ARE BEING RECEIVED DAILY
The City of Saltillo leaves St.
'Hunters—Mark Smith, John RobMiss.; Mane Cobb, Messrs. David
Site But the Distance Out
croon, Robert Bondurant, Vernon Louis tomorrow afternoon and gets
Koger, Grover Jackson, Ed BringThere is Too Great.
Riley, Lynn Vaughan, George Bryant, here Wednesday morning en route
buret, Charles Cox, John Brooks,
Edwin Bauer. Wfiley Carroll, Curtis to the Tennessee river.
Overton Brooks, John Bkecker, John
The river continues getting lower
iBridges
Fred Erheart, Torrence
Adams, Frank Davis, Wallace Weil,
The people out in the vicinity of
Arthur Martin, Dewey, Dr. I. B. How Lone Oak, this county, have iseen Gardner, Pittmtan Haeth, William and knver, and necessitates many
THE COLLECTION COMPRISES BLACK SATIN AND SPUN
boats pulling out of their trade. This
ell and Dr. Vernon Blythe.
urging that there be taken the site Hubrey, Robert Bordeaux, James
GLASS PETTICOATS AT fr.00 AND
UP
TO
$3.00 SEVERAL
results in good business for the ma414,14,-.1
lying in the Futtrell farm, for the Gleaves, Frank L. Scott, Tom Curd,
CHOICE STYLES OF GOOD MATERIAL AND SPLENDID WORKrine
ways
plants
Reed
Campbell,
Harry
Clays,
Happy Theatre Party.
arid
W%Ilie
docks,
as
dry
new Methodist college that PaducahA jolly crowd of young folks Fere ails are trying to get located here, but Bonds, David Lewis, Wayne Rye, during the low stages the respective MANSHIP
entertained with a charming theatre that hole burg is so far out, and es- Faunt Buggs, Alvin Berry, Wilson craft have repairs made, as there is
party yesterday afternoon by Miss tablishment of the institution there Gleaves, Ed Borate, Clyde Mitchell, nothing else to be looked after.
The City of Savannah is still laying
Ethel Sights, to witness the presenta- would be of practically no benefits John Lukins, Thomas Newell, Samuel
tion of "Titsnia, The Queen of The to this city; therefore their proposi- Winstead Fred Wahl, Frank Wahl, ate St. Louis on account of the
Armour Gardner, Nelson Soule, Bart water.
Fae at The Kentucky for benefit tion has discretely been rejected.
of the Y. MI. C. A. The popular hos- The people of the Lone Oak neigh- Hinkle, Tom Rivers, Tipton Keller The Phyllis Wheatley arrived here
tess entertained complimentary to borhood are building up quite a set- and others.
yesterday from the Tennessee river
Butterflies —Mildred
Anderson, in tow of the Grave Veile, and is now
Was Elizabeth Atkins who leaves tlement out there, and especially
*Inertly for Washington, D. C., to en- since institution of the West Ken- Helen Pullam, Hattie Bauer, Fran- lying at the foot of Jefferson stoat
ter college. Those in the party were tucky college, which is quite a nice ces Adams, Lillian Puckett, Grace where she will be repaired.
'Misses Elizabeth Atkins, Sadie Smith, structure and an important feature for Holland, Lillie Bauer, Lillian Ellin- There passed down
yesterday
Mildred Soule, Lucyette Soule, Eliz- that community. The people out phrey, Geneva Clayton, Gladys Gil- bound for Cairo the towboat Ranger.
AGENTS FOR. BUTTERICK PATTER.NS
abeth Boswell, Lucile Weil, Aimie there have offered to buy ifty acres liam, Josephine Weeks, Dora Love, Inspectors Green and McDonald
Dreyfuss, Mary B. Jennings, Mary off the Futtrell farm and give it for Elwin Berry, Flossie Derrington, Lu- yesterday examined the steamboat
Leigh. Hazel McCandless, Mary Cave, the site of the new Methodist college, cile Raleigh, Gladys Warfield, Kath- Tennessee and found her in good
Lillian Abbott, Anna Hayes, Julia but their proposition is out of ques- erine Phelps, Inez Smith, Mollie condition. They expect to return toDabney and Dorothy Langstaff.
tion, because of the fact that Lone Gardner, Beatrice Lassiter, Mattie day to Nashville, Tenn.
*4Wille*
Oak is between four and five miles Stanford, Irene Petter, Nellie Love, Supervising Inspector Dorsey, of
Peetponed Session.
out from the city, and location there Helen Phelpe, Nellie Kerthly, Murrell Louisville, returned home this mornFor Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
Tomorrow afternoon there will be of the college would add no new M5tchelf, Mary Bailey, Margarite ing after -having finished taking eviBirdie
Hans,
Glenn,
Pearl
the
Riley,
residence
Mrs.
Anna
at
of
Belt
held
dence in the cases appealed to him,
laurels to Paducah.
Campbell. on Broadway, the meeting
The committee in charge of trying Annie May Janes, Elizabeth Jones, wherein Inspectors Green and Mcthe Magazine club intended having to get the institution here , are con- Lora Ronertson, Wary Lightfoot, Donald, of this district had revoked
last Saturday afternoon, but which sidering sites right inside the city, or Irma, Bryant, Elizabeth NWlson, Lu- the licenses of Chief Engineer -ReyTHE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
was postponed on account of the Y. in the sUburbs, and do not intend cille Adams, May Addle Gilson, An- nolds and Assistant Engineer McCanBuilding purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSM. C. A. matinee entertainment at going so far out of town that it will nette Malone, Mabel Keller, Dorothy dless of the steamer Kentucky. Mr.
Enmia Dorsey has not yet decided the matThe Kentucky. The-sesision is for be any distance whatever from the Rowland, Ellen Ratcliffe,
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS: does not bethe purpose of outlining the program street car lines or other convenient Greer, Louise Bonds, Mildred Stew- ter, and will thoroughly book into
come dark and discolored.
for this winter', literary pursuits to mode, of travel, over to the college men and others.
the testimony, before rendering a deLET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT : : : :
The cast for tomorrow night's en- cision. The licenses of the engineer
)if followed by the club of women, buildings, if the prize is captured.
tertainment
is:
because
revoked
were
assistant
and
‘4 also to fill some vacancies existQuietly are they going about their
!he the membership. The first work. after the sites and the entire David, the Shepherd Boy—Mr. Har- they carried 2oo pounds of steam
when the boat was allowed only tat.
Ing gathering will be held by the crmonittee meets whenever arrange- ry Collies.
Abigail—Mrs. David M Flournoy.
r-egulstxt month.
ments proceed suiriciently far for
SOLE AGENT, 1609 TRIABLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
ladies i
4144.14V4
Pres. Harry C. Rhodes to call them Saul, sing of Isreal—Mr. John
Hall Caine, when a choolboy, apBleecker,
ig Visitor.
together.
peared more likely to become an artMichael, Daughter of Saul—Mrs. ist than a novelist, for he was a very
Por Chat-moved of friends spent a
James Weille.
A large 0)Thesday night at the
Self-deluded.
clever draughtsman.
Samuel—Dir. C. P. Whitesides.
happy evening Vine Durrett, of Dumb brutes at wisdom's font, who
First Sentinel—MY. Ben Matthis.
home of Maas pa', as at that time
.
Mar
North Seventh
Sentinel—Mr, Cade Davis. noon were $rst, and nearly all this
Second
drink,
they
as
clearness
Its
stree'rl entertained
attendants—Miss Vera will be net proceeds for the ladies.
Abigail's
this well
Anna Tom- Some men Who think they're thoughtknown
Miss Lneyette Soule. as they have to only pay a small rent The London County Council has which Edward Jetiner, the discoverer
complimentary
Hubbard
and
are
ful
to Mk yowl
charged them by the opera house
chorus.
There
is
a
large
linson, wit° hi a
Not so thoughtful as they think.
erected a tablet on the house in of vacination, lived during 1803.
charm(n nda. The
The proceeds for yesterday after- management.
-,Catholic Standard.
visiting here from
spent in
Golc
several happy
hours were
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COUNTY SCHOOLS ERECT FLATS
REMOVAL OF BUILDING OF MRS. BETTIE BUCKNER LETS
DISTRICT NO. 25 CAUSING
CONTRACT FOR SUCH
TROUBLE.
• BUILDING.
After Tomorrow but One School The Contractors Report the Best SeaWill Be Out of Session—The
son of Work for Several
Attendance Small.
Years Past.

00111011000•10000•••••••••••

TAKE NOTICE!
OF THE GR.EATEST CUT PRICE SALE YET OF

Shoes and Clothing. Suits, rants, Shirts,
Shoes and Hats that can be Depended Upon

Supt. Marvin Ragsdale, of the
Mrs. Bettie Buckner has awarded
county schools. yesterday received to Contractor Wjlliam Lockwood,
word from down in the Clark's river the work of erecting a two story
section of the county that continued brick building containing four flats,
mishaps were piling up while the ti-us at fourth and Monroe streets, Where
tees of district No. 25 weft trying to now stands. the old frame Murrell
move the big frame school building residence that is to be torn down to
from its old location to a point near- make room foe the other. There will
ly two miles over on the &de/ road. be four rooms to each flat and the
The word sent in was that when the building will eost between Ito,000 and
contractor taking the job got the $8,000. Mr. Wilkerson no-Wr occupies
building, moved about three-quarters the old Murrell homestead as a boardof a mile the rollers on which the ing house, bid will vacate just as soon
-structure was being pushed along the as he can find another suitable place.
road got mired deep in mud and the Work pf tearing down the frame
school house could not be trudged by then starts and the flat structure comthe men at work. The chntractors menced as quickly as possible.
bethought themselves to try the
Excellent Season.
steam engine used by a threshing Mai
The contractors of the city report
chine and tying this onto the build9011000•••••
ing trie t it a round, but the structure that this spring, summer and fall have
was obstinate and would not go foe- proven the best for many years in
-ward an inch. Ten yoke of exten their line of business, as every man
were then fastened to some log has 'had more than he could properly
chains which were tied around the look after, and things have surely
school house. The strong beasts put been of a boom in the building cirforward all their strength and broke cles. Some very substantial and credthe chains, but still the building re- itable structures have gone up and
maned in its mired condition. This this bespeaks well for the constant,
seemed to be the last oesort as word steady and rapid commercial growth
corning in is that the contractors hey of the city.
ins the job of moving the school do
Two Months Yet.
not know what to do. and think they
Ordinarily the brick yards of the
may have to wait for the mod to
'dry up. Pending the removal of the city close down sontetime in the first
building the school children of that of October, as by that time they
'district have not retrained their stud- have envoy% brick in hand to run
ies, but will jest as soon as the build- them throug% the balanc of the seaing is gotten to its new location. son The building now on is so
volimiinous that one of the brick
which is nearly one mile from wbere
yesterday said they would run
men
it mired up.
least two months longer, and probe
This is the district where the mud- at
dle came up last summer, the trus- ably not close down their kilns and
burning brit* then
tees wanting to move the building quit
and the euperintendent being opposed
to this. Prof. Ragsdale removed the
truetees and put others in their place,
but the tatter carred the matter to
the courts and there won their contention, and are now moving the COL. MIKE
GRIFFIN
SAYS
building. Their desire for moving
NOTHING HAS BEEN DONE
the house was to put it in a more
AS YET
BRING YOUR FAMILY AND BASKET AND ENJOY A FINE DAY
ON THE RIVER AND A T ECHO SPRING
central place in that district where
S
its distance would be equalized as far
as poesible from the surrounding
If Negotiations Go Through Bulk of
homes of patrons.
Weed Will Be Taken From
Clarksville District.
Melber School Starts.
GOOD ORDER GUARANTEED. NO LNTOXICATING DRINKS
OR BAD CHARACTERS ALLOWED ON
The county school at Melber will
THE BOAT.
start tomorrow, as the puole have
Michael
tobacco
Griffin.
Col.
the
now gotten the right books. Last
Wslomoolilleo
Monday that school did open but af- buyer of the Murray district for the
governm
Italian
yesterda
ent,
y stated
ter the children had reached there the
professor found they had brought that as yet nothing had been done at
books teed last year and dad not have hopkineville by Mxsars. Ferigo and
the new ones that have to be studied Dunnington, who are the principal
this year, according to the outline by representatives in the United States CANDY
BOOTH
AND SODA
the state authorities. This oversight for the tobaco buying department of
FOUNT
AIN
TO
MAINBE
on the part of the little ones necessi- that foreign country, and who have
TAINED ALSO
We have just opened an up-to-date and well stocked
mention
been
the
in
city
coned
in
tated dismissal of the school last
hardware deMonday so they could supply them- ference with Mr. Ewing. of the Farmpart
ment
for our establishment, and are carrying a mamm
*elves with the proper books. Now ers' Association, which is trying to
oth
-they come back tomorrow and take sell the Italian people about 8,ozio Yesterday Matrons Were Chosen
stock
recog
nized
as one of the finest in the state. It includes
Who Will Daily Have Charge
hogsheads of tobacco. Mr. •Griffin
up their studies.
of the Inn.
was over at Hopkinsville himself with
the others the filet part of last week,
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware,
About 30 per Cent
GranSupt Ragsdale. of the county and returned here to his home, but
itewa
re,
left
his
Carpe
partner,
Mr.
nter
still
Barnett,
and Brick-mason Tools. Wire Nails, Builders'
The Charity club, wh.ch has charge
schools, has net yet figured over the
01 reports, of attendance :n full. but there, and just as scion as anything of the Amer.can Inn during the carHardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carri
1.4 done information to that effect wil nival next week at Twelith and
• thinks from the outlook that about
ed by the
Trimble streets, has decided to main
thirty per cent of the children of the reach this city.
leadi
ng
hous
es
of
the
Mr.
count
Griffin
is
of
ry.
the
opinion
that if tam n underneath the tent a candy
rural districts are attending echoed.
All the schools will be running just the deal is made it will provide that booth and also a soda fountain, but
as soon as Melber opens tomorrow the Italian people are to take the bulk as yet it has not been arranged what
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with
leadand the district No as is moved to its of the 8.000 leogsheade from the ladies of the club will have charge
Clarksville district, therefore the ne- of this feature each day Several innnew lite.
ingho
uses,
we
are
in position to give the best for the least money.
gotiations if successfully carried out trona will be designated for, this duty
will
not
have
any direct bearing upon daily, and they will select the aseistSchool Teacher Builds
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
Prof. W. A. Meddlet,o, of the the districts of Paducah and sur- ante who are to help them sell candy
roundin
cities,
g
and
the buying will and serve soda water and such drinks.
county schools. has bought him a
lot at Lone Oak, four miles out from ennitinue in West Kentucky and West These stiect one; will be made within
this city on the road that goes by Tennessee just the same as hereto- the next few days.
Wallace park He is now preparing fore
Yesterday Vies Oornie Grundy,
Mr. Barnett will CCSIlt over from the' club secretary. named
At to erect A nice residence there and
the ladies
Hopkineville tonight and be and Mr. Who are to have
take lip his abode.
charge of the Inn
•
Griffin will go to Murray tomorrow each day during the week
They will
rnornrig to continue buying there, be as flows:
WHIPPED HIS WIFE
they representing the Italian governMondao—Mesidames Birdie Campment for that district
Neighbors
Interfered When. Bud
bell, Bettie Buckner and Daisy WalThe
representatives of the FarmTucker Became Too Severe.
ters.
•
ers' Association have left Hopkine011111111111MMINS
Tuesday—Mesdames
Henry
E.
vitle
after making their proposition
Mr. Amos Rickman, of sews-al
Thonnss
Samuel
on.
H Winstead, Damiles beyond the Nlexon's Mill sec- to Mesqr.. Ferigo and Durstrington,
vid CanCtilin and Frank Fisher,
Tomorrow Mr. Yancey begin-s on
tion of the county, was irs the. city while the two latter are still there
The Reward of Head-Work.
Wednes
the
Wadesbor, road and improves
going
day—Me
sdames
over
Jake
tobacco
Walsamples
and deyesterday morning and stated that
For several days the policeman on
lertsein, Louis Levy and L Benedict
that with gravel and grad ng for a
the night before Bud Tucker, a white ciding what shall be done.
the beat had observed a small boy
distance
of
about
three
miles.
Thursda
He
y—Miesdamee Victor Voris,
Man who lives a short distance down
.'ta'rts at Florence Station and runs ,who spent the most of his time
Thomas C. Leech, Oscar Gregory
DIED OF MALARIA.
the road gave irei wife a fearful beat'lounging near a downtown street
CONTRACTOR WILL YANCEY the gravel
over to Hard Money,
and Mrs Hicks
l- og, and evidenced such cruelty tocrossing, and seemed to have nothing
FINISHES THE MAYFIELD
ohich
is
near the 1 ne dividing Mcwards her that the neighbors had to Mr. G. P Moore Passed Awey YesterFriday—Moil:12meg A. R. Meyers,
'ROAD.
Cracken and Graves county. It will to .do. One morning he accosted thine
go down and warn him that if
day Morning—Russell Child.
Robert L Reeves and Ben Welle.
"Tommy," he said, or whatever
he
take
several weeks to complete this
ever repeated such a thing that
Saturday—Mesdames James P.
your
name is, you do entirely too
they
•
%sell: which will give that section an
Yesterday morning at 5 o'clock Smith, rharles J Kiger. Lineus Orme
would make it hot ire him.
march loafing round here. HadO't you
This had
Tomorr
ow
excellen
His
Men
Start
t
to Work
graveled outlet.
there passed from life Mb.. G. P. and Charles B. Hatfield.
the desired effect, and Tucker
better be at home?"
quieton the Wadesboro tRoad at
Work has beets started on all the
Moore at his home. two Tennessee
ed doivn like a little lamb.
These ladies will each day select
"I ain't loafie'," indignantly replied
other
Florence
Station.
gravel
road work being done the boy.
The wife is a frail woman, only street, after an •11ness with malarial the young women who are to help
"I got a reg'ler job here."
out in the county under the direction
fever.
sixteen years of *go and
'them care for the patronage of the
"You've got a job. What is it?"
of Superrsor Bert Johnson, and by
married
Tucker last year in Marsall
The deceased was 46 years of age inn.
"De guy wot owns dis store pays
county.
Yesterday Contractor William Yan- the time cold weather comes he be- me a dollar a week for keepin'
and a sawyer by profession, well
The Inn promises to be a most
de
lieve"
he will have completed the thir- crossin'
known to traliny people. He is sur- popular place, supported by every- cey completed the work of grading
swept clean."
No Wonder!
ty
miles
of
new
road
laid
out.
The
vived by a wife and six children.
"But I never see you doing any
body, as merchants and all others are and graveling the Mayfield road
The remains were interred yester- making contributions of money. gro- from the place where the connecting crews of laborerr are working at work," said- the policeman.
(Tit-Bits.)
about one cloven places over the coun
An English servant of one of
"Course not," returned the boy. "I
our day afterreorm at 4 o'clock at Oak ceries and in feet anything that can pike leaves the main Mayfield road ty and things are getting
busy.
-great hoises much astonished
Grove
cemeter
take die money an' let out de job for
i
he
y.
sold there. The ladies desire near Eden's hill to the point where
the
family minister, who had coiled
!,that all • do something for the
so cents a week to de kid wot's out
e
to
Inn, it agietn joins the main thoroughfare
Resented Imputation.
make inqiiries on the occasion of the
dere sweepin' de ctossia' now. He
no matter' how small, or every bit at Champy's bridge. At the hill
Infant Died.
"Have you calves' brans?" asked gits his pay regler an' don't have to
birth of a child
The day old infant of Mr. and Mrs.(helps, and they want to make it the there is a branch road which
leads the customer in a cheap
"Is it a boy?"
restaurant
R. R. Russell, of 1647 Clay street, most successful American may
do no headwork 'huntin' jObn."—
ever off from the- original road, and after
"Aw, now, quitcherkiddin'," said Youth's Companion.
"No, sir."
died yesterday morning anet was bur- conducted.
going a nele through adjacent woods the waitress. "Anothe
"Oh, a girl?"
r customer
ied in the afternoon at Ook Grove
comes back and joins the old high- wanted to
know if I had frogs' legs.
"No, sir."
It is proposed to erect a memorial
cemetery.
Sir Henry Irving will devote his way at the bridge, mentioned. It
ii You fellers are gettin' too
The inquirer gasped and the serfresh."— to the late Prof. Emerich Messel in
time to the writ/rig of his autobiogra- about one mile in length
and the cars, Milwaukee Sentinel.
ant continued with dignity:
the agricultural exiperiment station at
Mrs. Victor Van de Male has re- ,l1hY as soon as he retires from the tractor has been working
on same
"Hadatn has give birth to an heir."it
Vienna, with which he was connected
stage.
d Irons visiting in Texas.
for some weeks,
Subscribe for the Register.
far Imre than twenty years.

going at a mere trifle. This great slaughter of prices will continue till
Oct. I
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Leaves Paducah at 8:30 A. M.
Leaves Paducah at 1:30 P. M.

Returns at 12:30 P. M.
Returns at 6:00 P. M.

ROUND TRIP 25C.

FRANK WAGNER.
OWNER.
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Rehkopt Saddlery Co.,

109 South 2nd Street,

Paducah, Kentucky.
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FINISH ONE ROAD
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vors to bribe public servants, we wish
to ask the stockholders in such concerns the point blank question, "Do
you think such usetivoids are any betPUBLISHED BY THE
than those employed by a com- MANY FROM
ter
NEIGHBORING
REGISTER NEWSPAPER SO..
TOWNS INTERESTED IN
(Incorporated.)
mon thief?" The thief like the busiHORSE SHOW.
At Register Building, 523 Broadway. ness man is out for the dollar, and
every dollar not obtained honestly. 4S
SAXES E. WILMIWAIL, President
dishonestly obtained. The opportun- Assistants From Those
Communities
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
under municipal ownities
graft
for
Have
Chosen
Been
to
Help ProSecretary.
WILHELM.
ROBERT S.
mote the Affair.
ership are not many, and the sums so
Entered at the postdate of Pa. obtained by the officials itt charge
IT HAS ALWAYS BEEN THE PCIPCY OF THIS HOUSE TO—
cab, Ky., as second-class mail matter. can never compare with the great
GIVE THE VERY BEST VALUES
Not only will the coming Horse FOR THE MONEY,
FOR MORE THAN FIFTEEN YEARS OF STOREKEEPING IN PADUCAH AVE
sums paid by private corporations to Show be an affair of local
interest,
Terms to Subscribers.
bribe public servants or to carry elec- but wilb naturally be one attractive to HAVE DEMONSTRATED THE ADVANTAGES OF CASH BUYING AND CASH SELLING, AND THE
Sp)*
...
One Yaw
the surromiding cities, becepse in PATRONAGE WE ENJOY PROVES THAT PEOPLE APPRECIATE A GOOD ARTICLE AT A t,OW
tions.
Six Months
• • •
promoting the eveat the Pailpcahans PRICE. TO START WITH, GOODS MUST HAVE MERIT; THEY MUST
BE GOOD GOODS AND
. Las
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hose Cutnitaiand 3111.
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owning its water and light plants as country for a place of its size.
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protection could be let out to private outsiders have spoken mast favorable
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nature.
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MAY
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HEADS LIST FOR CARNIVAL GOLD WATCH
ject of municipal ownership and to it might be an eapense to the city,
again emphasize the fact that can be- but as the fire plug contracts expire
lief in that direction extends no fur- the city will profit by it and in a few
The Balloting Yesterday and Last
ther than the public ownership of years will have a fine revenue from
Night Was Heavier Than For
water and light plants, and there we that source. Already steps are being
Any Preceding Day.
are pleased to stop add to say that taken by well kracavn property ownno stockholder in such corporations er and in a few weeks' time an orA change in leadership for the
can by facts Or figares demonstrate garnzation W.I1 be in the field to give
that municipal oardership of water the public facts and figures on the handsome gold watch was effected
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and lights is inimical to the public subject of water and lights, and beDidn't Care for Ornaments.
the different teams can play match
beautiful prize to be given away by
(Woman's Home Companion.)
welfare and interest, but on the con- fore many months even the most the Paducah Traveling Men's Carnigames. In the fine court Raymond
Joe, Chandler Harris tells a story
Palmer and Will Bell played Thomas
trary all statistics of municipal plants skeptical will be convinced that the val association, as now Miss Miay
meet rig a man at breakfast in a
of
Newell
Randle.
Edwin
Newell
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Patterson
most
at
is
the
C.
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important
movement
that can
honestly conducted, show a vast profit
New
Orleans hotel who was searchof
score
*et
Randle
a
won
by
and
list, while for several days past Miss
to the city and a great saving to tax- be organized, maintained and suping the bill of fare for something he
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carried
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that
Mae
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ported is that one having for its obpayers and consumers.
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Warren Sights played Jack Bleaker had never eaten. He in some way
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• • •
ject the municipal ownership Of a
ehre item for
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last night than for any previous
plant and to see that
wore was I and m when
Water and light plants, honestly
the waiter busy. The flavor of the
conenence.
time,
total
but
doubles
the
votes
could
of
number
that
for
every
franchise hereafter granted
conducted. whether owned by a city
received will not be published until Some Interesting Tennis Games BeOn next Friday afternoon the Soph novel dish appeared to make a hit
or individuals, yield enormatis profits, the city shall haveoa percentage a
the figures are pretty high. The comchampions. Newell and Randle, will with him, and so great was his powUpon the Association
Played
ing
consumption that he had the
and where dishonestly conducted,. 120 the rece pts. That a vigorous fight mittee in' charge believes this an explay the Junior champ-one, Halley er of
Courts at Present.
hustling from table to kitchen
waiter
will
be put up by the corporations is cellent idea to continue the unprematter by whom, the investment
arid Yeiser, for the championship of
and
vice
versa. Indeed, says Mr.
interest,
cedented
proper
at
the
and
the high school on the Y. M. C. A.
yield* poor returns to the owners. anticipated and means will be forthHarris,.thi waffles didn't ci4fae fast
let
time
everybody
know
will
just
excourts
sharp.
at
3-30
Statistics will show that under pri- coming to carry forward the work in
Especially interesting serv.ces will
enough. Finally the min eAled the
catty what their friends have receiv1st held this afternoon at the meeting, Mr. Adam*, who played against the waiter to his side, and :n a confidenvate ownership just- as much grafting hand to a successful termination. ed.
class at the Young Metes Palmer boys yesterday afternoon, tial way made the following hopeful'
and thievery abounds from the presi- Great deeds are not accomplished in
The standing as reported last night of the Bible
Christian Association, and a cordial made ionic star plays He is left suggestion:
,
dent on down to the collector as can a day, and defeats must be expected, was as follows:
"Say, bub, you might be able to
invitation
is extended to every man, hlarkied and handles the racket as
Patterson,
Pearl
Miss
Miss
May
V.
be foitialptes the management and con- but in a matter of this kind victory
stranger, to prettily as any player in the city.
hustle them little cakes along faster
Griffith, Miss Lillia May Winstead, either Paducaban or
Visitors are allowed to oome and if you would tell the cook to cut out
duct of those utilities under public will eventually come. And, if any
General
study.
the
come
in
and
join
Miss Frances Herndon, Miss Ernice
see the games on the Y. M. C. A. the punting on them. Tell him just
control. .4f
sities are just es competent stockholder of' the local corporations Latham, Miss Tina Brown, Miss Secretary 'Godfrey is one of the
courts.
to send 'fp...along pla'n."
ever
Bible
of
students
the
most
apt
to conduct such plants as private thinks that every man who favors Myrtle Decker, Miss Linnie Beadles,
conducts
personally
here,
residing
and,
owners are. An All Wise Providence municipal ownership of water and Miss 011ie Crandall, Miss Minnie
QUARANTINE TROUBLE.
The tiost Kind of Waifuig.
Terrell, Miss
May- Owen, Miss the claw" which has built up to unuhas so arranged
(Washington Star.)
that all of the in- light plants is a socialist, he will find Mistime 'Hopkins. Miss Mary Lou sually large proportions, and, holds
"Didn't it do you good to see the
telligence, honesty and business acu- that Paducah has thousands of that Roberts, Miss Ruby Corbett, Miss services each Sabbath afternoon that 'Reported That Capt. Farnslay Was
Locked up at New Madrid, Mo.
people waving flask and handkermen do not repose in private owner- class. Such bosh has no effect on Blanch Hill, Miss Emma Neihans, are interesting in the extreme.
"44
chiefs in our honor?" said one RusMadrid,
New
Mo.,
Dispatches
from
ship, aod it is but silly rot to talk men who study questions and is often Miss Frances Terrell, Miss Lizzie
state that that town is quarantined sian d plomat.
Debating Club.
of graft in public affairs and fail to but cheap talk coming from inen who Sinnott, Miss Willie Oglivie, Miss
"Yes," answered the other. "But
all steamboats that have been
against
Ella Hills, Miss Comic Grundy, WAS
General Secretary Godfrey expects
it did me more good to see Japan,
lineation the rake-offs that many offi- would deny his fellow -citizen the
liGnnie Bitz, Miss Clara Belli Miller, to begin organizing the Debating club down the Mississippi river toward; waiving the 'Indemnity."
cers and employes of private con- benefits that invariably accrue to a
the yellow fester district, and will*not
Miss Jessie Byrd,:Miss Happy Newof the association some time next
cerns obtain in making purchases for city owning water and light plants,. ell, Miss Mary Grogan, MU. Hattie month, and outline their meetings and let the craft land, but that Friday the
Watch Gone.
'towboat Beaver arrived there and
Terrell, Miss Mairjorie Scott, Mimi entertainments for the
their stockholders, to say nothing of
winter months:'Captain Frank Farnslay and four
Ben Taylor, alias Walter Bowls,
Emma Mix, Miss Carry Blythe, Miss
watered stock deals and the sums; of
STREET SPtAKER
men tried to come ashore in boats, colored. was arrested yestrrday by
Julia Kanata, Miss Allie D. Foster,
money pad out to corrupt public ofbut were met by Marshal Richaeds Officers Terrell and Crcosors the
Tennis Played.
Trawalla, Miss Mary
Walter Thomas Mills Spoke to Large Miss Grace
and
deputies who warned them to charge of stealing a $15 watch from
In
sets
the
played
Palmer
two
by
ficials. Like a thief in the night
G. Cirmimins, Miss Floyd Swift, Miss
Crowd Last Night.
and
keep
out of town, as their boat came P. Anderson. The latter claims. that
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vs.
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Adams
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Householder,
Ella
many private corporations operathig
Miss
from
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,
at
below Memphis. The reports Taylor took the ticker from his pockthe
Y.
courts
114`.
C A
yesterday
public utilities indulge in the most
Mr. Walter Thomas Mills, a labor, Campbell. Miss Irene
afternoon the Palmer boys were the say trouble started„ the steamboat- et, The accused was arrested on
Nannie Cullom.
corrupt practices of the age; not sat- speaker, !ast i r:right addire‘sed a numvictors; in the first game-by a score men were locked up and then fined. South Seventh street and locked up
ber
of
people
at
Fifth
and
Broadway,
isfied with an enormous profit from
of 7 to 5 and in the settriat by a Captan Frank Farnslay is captain of on being.unable to give bond.
Alley Scrap.
using for his subject, "Suicide of
score
of 6 to 4. Every goosc was a the boat and resides bete iii Padtrcah,
their cOnstimers, they bribe and cor- Capital."
The tobacco growers of the ClarksHe is a very strong and
battle
with
Jim
and all excepting one or two hut it may be he is not the one who
negro.
Dunlap.
up
tied
rupt their public servants for still forceful talker and held those
there another rtiarky down about Maiden were duece.
went ashore and got locked up. as ville, Tenn., district will hold an anniversary meeting at Guthrie, Ky., on
more favors by which the revenues in clove attention or an bolo- or two. alley on lower Coint street last
Next week the young mile and la- Memphis dispatches gay it was CapHe travois "vet the country mak- night.
the 23 inst.
of the coocerpts may be increased. If
dies
who play on, the Y. M. C. A. taitt 'Riga's, and
Officers Johnson and Hesvian
the latter was
ing talks, of this nature: He is a man
came along and tied Odle Dunlap, court, will organize some regular fined $6.9a. The Beaver anchored in
any of the. corporations its Paducah
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•
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thr
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grounds
Monday
started
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AetIi*re. Aloes
out Mary cc hip „volt the imet 04 the 41Y.
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cu ilte string and pet him below.
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AMONG COURTS BUGGY FACTORY Purity In

HEALTH OFFICER GRAVES IS- NEW ROOM TO BE OPENED OBION
OPERATOR SHOULD THE WILLIS MOUNT CASE TO WILL NOT BE ABLE
TO BEGIN
MONDAY AT WASHINGTON
SUES ABOUT ONE HUNNOT HAVE LET TRAIN GET
COME UP AGAIN TOOPERATIONS FOR A FEW
DRED EACH DAY.
BUILDING.
BY HIM.
MORROW.
DA1CA

Prescriptions.

Situation South Does Not .Seem to Miss Morgan to Be Able to Take Block Signal Sysee'm Between Louis- Actions Considered Yesterday in the
Meeting to Be Held This Week by
Improve and •Thonaands ConHer Class Monday—.'Prof.
Circuit Court and More Convinville and Cecilia Working All
Commercial Club to Consider
Northward.
tinue to Flee
Sugg Still
Right—Delegates Returning.
tions—Other Tribunals.
Wheel Plant.

A prescription . may be compounded so accurately, by experienced prescriptionists, with

the highest degree of carefulness', yet if the drugs are net
con
'
Graves
Mies
Blanche Ingram has been seHealth Officer William
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President John V. Hardy, of the
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the
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office
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teach
in
Ms
the
at
new
busy
first
eery
times
elide
•
pure it is worthless—dangerous.
fully completed at Fulton the investi- whether or not the Willis Mount Hardy Buggy company at Ninth
and
'second floor of the city hall, daily room at the Washington buddinglitud gation into the °Non, Teen., wreck killing ease goes to trial this term of
Harrison
streets.
No matter where you go,,you
yesterday
found
itsuing health certificate* to panties starts in at her duties tornor
f week before last,, stilt the Obion the criminal docket in the circuit that they would be unable to get start
morning.
This
is the class that eisterator who let the scaohbound court, as, at
desiring to travel through, portioes
cannot find purer drugs, prompt
that time it comes up ed tomorrow on account of so many
of the country that are quarantined was made necessary because of the ,tralingo by tarn has been relieved again. lk was set for the
of
flu-at
last
er
different
things coming up in, getting
service or more skill than
on account of the prevalence of -yel- over-crowded condition in the first from his position and another install- week. but the accused
asked for a con the final detail5 ready for operation.
grades at all the schools.
we
use in filling your prescripion" fever.
ed Conefuceer,Starr Milan was ex- einuance on the•Itiet
J.
enIdethat his main First oneothing turner up and then anYesterday Dr. Gravel '.saire r treat' - The grade will be placed in the .. rated af the outset and is now in
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were
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the
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Lieb
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prices, too.
private
office at Armstrong has,
suet of the. peri,' as the rush connot yet been able to if they are here. Whets he asked for the middle of the week before they
tire:its daily" butt t'beNtenie as the first the Wfashington building on Wkst leave the railroad hospital and go to the postponement
last week the judge will be able to start
day the office sway opened, as every Broadway. The superintendent has Fulton to give his testimofty. When issued subpeonas
that were sent to
Mr. William Rawly, the secretary
morning . when leesgetnollown to the now moved over into the board of this is done it will then be decided different
counties for the absent wit- and treasurer of the company. has
trustees
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put
being
his
in
desks
pubic building there ie always a
whether he is awyways to blame for moles, in the hope of getting them arrived here from Cincinnati
to take
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division
feat
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from
the
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depart63.
the quarantine lines down South. On
Six- save the injured foot of Armstrong, whether to grant the continuance or ment. About fifteen foretneo and
going over ttie books lee estimates Eighth and Harrison streets.
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morrow, one accusing Percy WilNs.
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Cecilia and Louisville on the Lords- the storehouse of another and stealMr. David Desberger is in Vincencates issued by the other health of- of. Miss Jessie Byrd teaches there. ville division, is
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Cairo, where he is putting the roof
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adjustment cenreeittee for the Broth- he got three years
Suffered Relapse.
in the penitentiary
means that certificates will have to be
Supt. Lib yesterday morning re- erhood of Railroud Conductore. He on the charge of maliciously assault- The etructure will be completed by
had by everybody going to any of
ceived
aisZ.
eit from Prof. W. H. is a member of the body that is com- ing the late James Crow aboard the the middle of next month.
the tacit" as eaten the epidemic first
Sun, in
the latterstate&-that posed of one delegate from each di- steamboat Dick Fowler several years
broke out in the Crescent city.
DRUG STORES.
Telephone Sale.
he had sufferell a relapse of his spell vision of the system.
ago.
United
the
Walter
Evans,
of
Judge
of typhoid fever while over at MladiA sentence of one year each was
MAYFIELD FIRST.
& Jackson Sta. phone 237,
Louisville, has not
. Comas pack Tonight
sonville recuperating, but that he was
given Crarles Johnson and Thomas States court at
&
here
made
Clay Sts, phone 38.
by
confirmed
Tonight
sale
yet
the
Mr.
'J.
C.
Notwithbhertin will get Baker, both colored., for cutting
State President Head, of Eagles, Will now able to be up again.
being confined, abed be in from Cleveland. Olhio, where he Greathouse Cheatham, also colored, Special Commissioner Bagby of the
standing
not
Organise That Town First
riaid.he would not be able to return has been attending the national con- out about Ninth and Washington People's Independent Telephone corn.
vention of 'Master Car Painters for
parry to the Paducah Heine Teleerects, where they had a squabble
State litesident Louis P. Head; here andookesebarge tomorrow of Vs railroads.
company. The commissioner,
building
where
room
.Franklide
at
over Gehatham claiming the Johnson phone
oi the Order of Eagles, expects to
pursuant
to federal court orders, sold
ctarge
afin
was
?Alta
Morgan
\Qs%
FOR
man strife his watch and money.
leave for Mayfield next week to pre-the local plant for $80,000, and mailThe court ordered that Robert
pare to organize a branch of the se• ter opening of whoa, until a few
his report of the transfer to judge
days thereafter when she herself took
WIrte, cokeed, be confined in the ed
cret order at that place. That citoe
sick. Mr. Lieb than got- Professor
county jail for a period of one month Evans. Mr. Bagby then asked the
etill be the first in wh ch he will ifi"Ragsdale, superintendent of
court to confirm hi sale, and this
for stealing some brasses.
stall subordinate bodies, while.from Marvin
motion to that effect was set for trial
HAVE ARRIVED
county public schools, to take charge
J.
Hardin
Mayfield he goes to Fulton ors a hke
Ford
was fined $50 and
of Prof. Sugg's room, and that offi- VETERANS HAVE LOST TWO costs
tomorrow morning before Judge Evfbr shooting Charles Elmore
mission, then to Princeton and last
GOOD MEN SINCE LAST
cial will continue supervising the
to flopkinsville.
through the hand while in a friendly ans at Louisville where Mr. Bagby
SESSION.
work this week until the regular inintended gong today. He has now re
scuffle one night.
Urgent requests have come from ctunbent
An elegant line of imported cloths
arrives.
Judge
Douglas Pryor was released from ccived word not to come, as
all these places that branches of the
and
suitings for Fall and Winter.
jail. giving $300 bond to guarantee Evans has continued everything unorganization be plated there, and the
Something Be Done T ,wards SelectStart English Tomorrow.
September
25th,
at which time he
til
Make your selections now and
-his appearance. His case is set for
state president will immediately cornTomorrow morning the pupils of
ing Successor to John Grief—
oil hear exceptions to the sale, if
the
15th
day
ply with their wshes.
of
term,
the
he
being
avoid
the rush.
the high school will take up their
Monument Question Up.
accu ed of maliciously cutting an- any there be, and if not confirmation
study of English which they have not
of the transfer will be ordered and
other.
Louisville Races and Horse Show
entered into yet this year because the
the deal effected. The plant was sold
instebctor. Miss Emma Morgan, on
through
the court only for the purTuesday evening the James T.
No Report Made.
For the above occasionce the Illin- opening of schools, had to take
pose of legalizing the sale.
Walbet
camp
of
Confederate
veterans
The
grand
jury did not make any
ois Central Railroad company will on charge of the Franklin building on
MERCHANT TAILORS.
will hold their monthly meeting at report yesterday, but adjourned
over
September tsth and tritte sell tickets account of the sickness of Prof. Sugg. the
Mars Meeting.
City Hall police court room. . It unt I tomorrow in order tics more
516 Broadway, Opp. Fraternity Bid.
ton•tentisville and return for Pets, Miss Morgan then herself took sick,
thor
Sometime this week there will be
wilt indeed be a sad assemblage of oughly investigate many
good reclining until October 9th, but will probably be able to start
cases before held by the Commercial
club a mass
the surviving soldiers, as since their them. It is understood
V
that a number meetng
and on September 17th tef 30th in- her work tomonrow morning.
for the object of laying °belast session there has departed into of indictments will
be brought in, fore the
clusively, at the same rate, good remembers and other business
the Great Beyond, two of their best while ,several
charges will be dismissturning three days from date of sale,
Not Yet Figured.
men the project to raise $to,000 to
known and most zealous members, ed.
and on October 1st to 7th inclusive, The principals of the different
subscribe for the bonds that the preMajor Thomas E. Moss, ex-commangood returning until October 9th.
buildings have made reports to Sup( der of the post, and Mr. John V.
motors of the steel wheel factory
Special Judge.
•
J 'T. DONOVAN,
Lids of the work for the past week, Grief, adjutant when his eyes closed
want to float here in locating their
Hon John K Hemlock was yesterAgent Paducah, Ky. but their statements did not include in lasting steep.
institution. They will have no trouAt this gathering day still in
ALGERNON COLEMAN, M. A.,
the chair predding as
G. C. WARFIELD,
figures whereby the attendance can committees will be selected by the
ble in getting up the sum, and when
T. A. Union depot
he gotten at, showing the number of presiding officer for the purpose of special judge in place of Judde Reed, it is gotten up Messrs. Raum
HEADMASTER A
PREPARAand
scholars in each room for the past drafting suitable resolutions of re- who s confined to his home with an Carroll will come here
TORY
SCHOOL
FOR
BOYS.
to close the
Subscribe for the Register.
week. The enrollment has been very spect to memory of the respective attack of illness.
negotiations for placing the institu- FIRST SESSION BEGINS ABOUT
good though, interest in work ex- dead.
t I•
SEPT. 15TH (DEKUCTE
tion here.
ANCivil Actions.
cellent and Supt. Lieb believes that a
Some step will also be taken at the
NOUNCEMENT NSW WEEK.)
The
them.
derendant
yesterday
before
is
school
fikid
year
his
good
ession to elect a successor to Mgr.
TERMS: SIXTY-SIX AND TWOExcellent Condition.
answer in the proceeding where 011ie
Grief, who served for a long term of
National Bank Examiner R D. Gar THIRDS DOLLARS FOR THE
We are preparing to advertise in
NOT YET DECIDED.
years as adjutant of the organization, Vlaboleas is suing James VI/hakes rett. of Princeton, has been here the SESSION. MEMBERS LIMITED,
the Northwest, and If you want to
and discharged the duties of that of- for divorce.
past few days examining the First A FEW VACANCIES IN CLASSThe court ordered that certain
Know
Vet
Not
Does
Bagby
Mr.
fice
in a manner that will be hard for
National bank of this city, prepara- ES ALREADY FORMED.
sell your farm, list it with us and we
When Trustees Will Meet.
his successor to duplicate. He never fund.% be distributed among different tory to renewing the charter of the
FOR
THE PRESENT
MR.
think we can sell it for you. Try us.
missed a meeting, was always alive to partite in The suit of P. H. Stewart, leading institution, which is the COLEMAN MAY BE SEEN AT
President E. W. itagty, of the the needs and business of the body, administrator, sweetest Emory W. strongest bank in
the state outside soo7 WEST BROADWAY OR x26
flobsio
Carnegie library, does not yet know and made an ideal official.
of Louisville. The bank was chart- SOUTH FOURTH STREET.
What night he will call the board of
Another question to be taken up
TELEPHONE 334 AND 43.
ered by the federal government ()eManager Real Estate Department trustees together this week. lie has
Smithland Court.
during the evening will be that rember To, 1865, and this grant renewed
Mechanics' & Fartnert Savings Bank, been slightly ill for the past few days garding construetios, of the handThe circuit court at Smithland is
twenty years later, when another
Room 3, Amer.-Ger. Nat. Bank.
and hardly able to attend to any- some monument upfin the Carnegie still in seesion and will not get twenty year franchise
was given, and
thing. The het of new books to be library lawn at Ninth and Broadway, through for a few days yet. Judge now this
last one expires the Toth of
out been completed, nut of compliment to the southern Gordon expects to bring it to a
ordered has
next month, and the examinee is
The recollection of the quality of
Be sure to buy the celebrated
and requisitions for same will be women who stood so nobly with a close the middle of this week.
looking
over the condition of affairs our prescriptions remains long
after
sent forward shortly to the supply helping hand daring the prolonged
in arranging to grant another rethe price is forgotten.
houses.
Bankrupt's Petition.
struggle. The committee selected to
newel.
Yesterday a petition in bankruptcy
look after this question has iheld sevInstallment House.
eral informal meetings, but they last was filed with Clerk John Putyear,
—The Paducah bankers are preparweek decided to await a full meeting of the federal court. by James W. ing to attend the annual
convention
New 5-room house, North View ad- of the entire camp before taking *eir Gregory, of Fulton. He gave $548.- of Kentucky
Tel. 756.
banlaers that will be 7th and Broadway.
dition. near car line. Geott lot; $1,35o, initial step.
45 liabilities and no assets.
held at the Galt House In Louisville. Prescriptions called for and deliv$tso each, balance $20 per month.
October 4 and 5th.
ered free of charge anywhere in the
Better buy a home than rent.
Contractor William Katterjohn reMagistrate's Court.
Ask Your Grocer for It.
city.
Whiteetneere Real Estate Agency, turned yesterday from his quarrite
Tomorrow morning Justice Jesse magisterial court at
his office on LeTake no substitute for "Just as Good." Fraternity building, Both phdOes 835. at Coder Bluff.
' Young takes up his monthly term of gal Row.
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Best Kentucky Lump 13 Cents. Best Kentucky Nut 12 Cents
There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to Our Coal Than the Ordinary Coal.

THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
(IIICORPORATED)

Second nd Ohio Streets.

-

C. M. BUDD, Manager.

Both Telephone Numbers 254
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in which to pay for a Great Buck
'

s Steel Range

What do you think of an offer like th
back of them like the Buck's---a rang at? No store could think of making these
thusiastic and everlasting friend for e that will not only please and satisfy, but terms unless they had a range
us.
one that will make
you an enWe put a Buck's Ra
nge, Cook Stove or
Heater up in
your kitchen or parlor
, right away, and y
ou pay for it
just as you can afford.
That surely shows our
confidence
in Buck's.
There are no strings tied
to this proposition at
all---it
is just as we say.
Outside of having every
good feature that any
range
in the world possesses,
the Buck's have thes
e exclusive
features:
WHITE ENAMELED
CAST OVEN
DOORS,
PLATES AND RACK
S. YOU CAN KEEP
YOUR I
OVEN AS SWEET
AND CLEAN AS A
CH
INA
DISH.
HEAVY LIDS AN
D CROSS CENT
ERS, CONSTRUCTED WITH
THIN HEATING
RING.
THE HEAT OF A
MATCH WILL HE
AT A
BUCK'S LID ALL TH
E WAY THROUGH.
BUCK'S COOK STOV
ES AND RANGES
HAVE
A CORRUGATED
CAST TOP OVEN
PR
OT
ECTION. NO OTHER
RANGE HAS THIS
.
YO
UR
OVEN CAN'T BURN
THROUGH.
THE ASBESTOS
SUPPORT IS IN
AN OPEN

CAST FRET-W
ORK FRAME. A
MOST EXC
LUSIVE FEATUR
E.
ALL RAW EDGES
OF STEEL ARE
COVERED
WITH ASBESTOS
AND CAST PLAT
ES. PRAC.TICAL MEN
BEST
UNDERSTAND
THE
VALUE OF THIS
FIRE BOXES IN
ALL BUCK'S
STEEL RANGES ARE CONS
TRUCTED TO ME
ET THE REQUIREMENTS OF
LOCAL FUEL
CO
NDITIONS.
HOT BLAST FIRE
BOX LININGS
IN BUCK'S
RANGES. THEY
MEAN A GlkEAT
SA
VING.
OPEN THROAT
DUPLEX GRATES
. REVERSIBLE FOR COAL
OR WOOD
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mportant• And Very 'Real Bargains Are Here n New Fall Goods
NEWS ABOUT THE N'EW DRESS GOODS.
We swing into line in our dress goods section with the finest and
most complete showing of gown stuff we have ever made before.
We want you to look them over.
New Autumn Millinery will be on sale this week.
New Autumn Cloaks are here.
NEW WALKING SKIRTS AND PETTICOATS ARE HERE
GREAT ASSORTMENT.
•

IN

New Autumn styles, best material and well tailored, with prices
cheaper than ever before in the beginning of the season.
At $1.00 the biggest, the best and the most surprising petticoat
bargains that we have ever shown is here now at only $i.00.
SPECIALS FOR THIS WEEK.
1-3 and roc.
1
2c, worth
Wide outings at 6c and 7/
/
2c, 8/
1
2c and roc a yard.
Extra values in canton flannels at 61
Amazing values in dress gingham* at 50, 70 and roc a yard.
Yard-wide flannelette at Hie a yard instead of ra%c.
A
Rich mercerized sateena in doz ens of styles, lustrous as silk.
very vest bargain at 12 c a yard, worth 20c.
Extra heavy gray skirtings at 'or a yard that would be cheap at
ts%c.
At roc a yard instead of 13e, black and solid colors in crepon at
only roc a yard.

QUILT COTON.
Good cotton at 8 1-3c and snow white at gc a rcill
Cretons for comforts at 5c and 7c a yard, and exceedingly beautiful designs to choose from.
Quilt linings at 4F a yard.
A very special bargain in white, heavy mercerized, good to make
waists at 15c a yard, worth 25C.
A SALE OF BED BLANKETS.
Here are the soft, downy, healthful comforts, kinds that look like
wool, but are cotton, for 59c, 75c, 89c and $1.00 a pair in large sizes.
Here are the strictly all wool blankets without a fiber of cotton,
guaranteed to be all wool and not mixed with cotton to make them
look fule.--specially priced at $4.48 a pair.
A sale of 30-inch Smyrna rugs in Persian and many other designs
at $1.5o, fold by many at $3 to $3.50 each.
All leather suit cases in 24-inch size. at $2.98 each.
Very choice high-grade 24-inch leather suit oases at $4.98 each.
BOYS' KNEE PANTS AT soc A PAIR.
Positively the goods alone in these boys' knee pants would cost
you more than soc a pair. As certain as you see them you'll buy
them.
AT 75c.
A.uother shipment of Carter's celebrated railroad jumpers and
overalls is on the way here and will be sold at our usual low price of
750 instead of $x, the customary pree.
AT 25c AND eoc.
Men's fancy shirts that are simply world beaters

AT 4oc AND soe
Men's ribbed and fleeced shirts and drawers that are usually sold
at 50c and 75c.'
If you don't buy clothing here you don't buy clothing right.
Boys' knee pant suits at $1 and up.
Men's suits at $5 and up.
This clothing business is growing because we are giving extra
good clothing at unusually low prices.
A SPECIAL SALE OF SHOES FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY AT
A SAVING.
At Sr a pair, misses' $1.25 kid shoes in any size up to 2'5.
At $1.25 a pair, women's $7.50 kid shoes with flexible soles.
At $a a pair, men's box calf and vici shoes, made to sell at $3 a
pair.
We are agents for the stylish La France shoes for women at $3
and $3.50 a pair.
KNIT UNDERWEAR.
At 23C women's fleeced, heavy ribbed pants and vests, special at
23C.

children's ribbed fleeced heavy union suits at 25C.
RIBBED HOSE FOR CHILDREN
At roc a pair, extra heavy ribbed hose in all sizes for boys and
girls at xoc. laYac and x5c a pair.
SHETLAND FLOSS
Those who buy early will save money this fall—specially priced
now at 8 I-3C and 95c imported Saxony at 95c; a-ply stocking yarn
at 75c.

HARBOUR'S DEPARTMENT STORE

/I

In The Theatrical World.

COPY OF WILL

David The Shepherd Boy. TRANSCRIPT OF J. R. SMITH'S
MONDAY NIGHT
WILL MADE FOR COURT
Polly Primrose,
TUESDAY NIGHT
PURPOSES.
WEDNESDAY NIGHT and Balance of Week, With Matinee Saturday
Zer'11
The Fiske Stock Co.

At

25C.

NOR.TH THIRD STREET
Half Square From Broadway

THE KENTUCKY,

TELEPHONE

5 48

WANDOPEN I
NG
SEASON OF 1905-1906

Great preparations are being made her finesse the tanglement comes. A Several Pieces of Real Estate Transferred and Deeds Filed for
for the formal opening of The Ken- rival for her hand who is entertained
Record With Clerk.
ky theatre, on Monday September at the house denounces Carlisle as a
tb, with the big musical extraga- Federal spy and Polly is enough
roused by the accusation to order
S nee, "The- Rajah or lahong."
1 gliests will go on sale Monday Carlisle from the 'house. But it ap
Yesterday the county clerk deputies
morning at 9 a. M. Positively no comes right in the end. Carlisle is made a copy of the will of the late
telephone orders taken until after to freed of the suspicion, his accuser hs Captain j. R. Smith for use in the
o'clock, which wild be the rule during the sequel steals the colonel's trusty reit now filed by the son Joseph P.
the balance &A the season on all 641 secession horse to carry the news of Smith, 'wherein he attempts to set
advance sales, and is done in order the plotting' to Grant, and Polly .sur- aside a deed of conveyance the ben
ft
that those who line up at the box renders to the union lover. Through signed some years ago transferring to
suspect
Miss his father an interest in property.
office window early in the morning it all one would never
will have preforence in obtaining the Arden's subtle interpretation of • the'Tbe
copy of the wilt is quite lengthy
i
best seats. After the rush is over tele- part, that Polly ever Iliad a lerl
'
us.and is to be used as a part of the
phone orders will be taken as usual. thought. She laughs her way into all records for the litigation.
Seats for Miss Carol Arden in the complications and then as easily
"Polly Primrose" will also go on sale out of them again She is gay withLand Transferred.
BRIGHT AND CATCHY MUSIC. BEAUTIFUL COSTUMES. CAR-LOAD OF SPECIAL SCENMonday morning at the usual hour, out being frivolous; teases without Property lying on Seventh between
ERY. COMES HIGHLY RECOMMENDED BY HOME PEOPLE.
albright
and
tormenting;
and
light
ggiving the patrons a chance to get
Mianroe and Madison has been transseats for the two performances at the together so captivating a little rogue ferred by Master Commissioner Cethat everyone is delighted to see her
same time.
cil Reed to G. D. Palmer for $2,000,
Mote who were in the labor day happy at the fad of the curtain.
and the deed filed for record yesterGet in line early. POSTIVELY NO SEATS RESERVED BY TELEPHONE UNTIL AFTER so
parade or standing any ways near
day with the county clerk.
The World in Motion.
Broadway, or
O'CLOCK.
those
▪ Sixth and
5ohn C. Nfaret bought From Frank ,
Great interest has been aroused on F. Davis for $to, property lying in :
wsCho attended the Matinee at the
.iske the alley running through' the block:
Kentucky on Labor Day, will have the coming engagement of the F
the opportunity of seeing their picture Stock company at The Kentucky be- bounded by Clay, Trimble, Eleventh',
thrown on the canvas,s by a moving ginning Wednesday and balance of and Twelfth street.
picture machine, at The Kentucky week with matinee Saturday, when
Mary and Anna Boswell transferred
beginning Wednesday and balance of The World in Miotion will be present- Jand in the county for Po to Charies t
• the week, with a matinee Saturday. ed. The main subject of interest of Kirchoff.
pleted out Kentucky avenue to Fourth :and urge that the legislative authoricourse to local theatre goers will be
Property out in the county was
street, by Contractor Bridge:, who is ties coincide with the views of the
the moving pictures of the fire de- sold to G. Sanderson for $455, by J.
Polly Primrose.
putting the storm sewers undespeath board of works, because the latter do
"Polly Primrose," in the play of partment, and other views taken here V. Sanderson.
not believe the streets can hardly be
that name, which is to be presented a week Ot so ago by the representaonly that portion of these two thor- excavated
C. W‘ Merriweather sold to M. F. I
and work started before
at The Kentucky on Tuesday night tives of the company. The local pic- Emery for Si, property on the North
,TIME AT HAND WHEN IM- oughfares that are to be paved with cold weather is going to arrive and
William- tures have turned out fine and will side of Jones between Eighth and
under the direction
PORTANT QUESTION MUST prick, that including all the avenue compel work to be stopped and the.
son, toys with Carlisle, the guest of pn4tively be shown at every enter- Ninth streets.
BE SETTLED.
Out to Fourth and on Jefferson out highways left in a torn-up contion.
re her father's house, upon her return tainment. In addition there i's an ex- Property in Block 4 of the city was
Some decision of the controversy
to
Fifth. Mr. Bridges will then put
doand
foreign
collection
of
from college as a kitten with a cellent
bought by C. W. Merriwether from
his men over on Jefferson to put will have to be reached in a day or
mouse; and as the kitten does the mestic stodies, all intensified with M F. Emery for $414.10.
two, because the bitulithic man is
mouse, keeps him in a state of be- mechanical effects and illusions. In
Jrilin Smedley transferred to ,Frank Board of Public Works to Endeavor down the sewers from Second to here from Nashville to start the work,
Improvements
Ere
ot
Check
Fifth
is
and
going
while
this
on the
wilderment as to what is going to order to make the entertainment at- Levin for $2,100, property near ElevBad Weather,
brick will be laid on the avenue out if ordered, while if he is not to opeibappen to him in the end. The kit- tractive in every way, the Fisk Stock enth and Burnett streets.
perate this fa+I he wants to leave for
to Fourth.
ten may be presumed to have some company introduces several high class
The ibitulithic people of Iiashville other points where they 'have con*pretty clear notions on that particu- concert features, among them beingPushing the Old Folks Aside.
tracts.
lar paint in her romp with the mouse; Grace Gilmore, Hamilton, Lyteum
There is near at hand the crucial are to put the sewers underneath the
(Atchison, Kan., Globe.)
Ninth,
arid
avenue
to
Fourth
from
but Polly is quite at sea concerning entertainer, Miss Lula Konuri, soWhen the babies are cross and a moment which will decide whether under Jefferson from Fifth to Nina,
Chicago a Railroad Center.
the outcome of her frolic with Car- prano soloist and C. W. Mullen acman
would like a quiet retreat there the board of works has the authority and then on top the surface of the
(The World Today.)
lisle as that lover of hers is him- companist. The great novelty of the
is none for him. But in a few years, to stop the Kentucky avenue and street koorn these points goes the
The twenty-four railway trunk
self. The pretty uncertainty on both attraction is LaProtea, a Persian
lines which radiate from Chicago
sides comes in because their little sensation that cost $1o,00o to produce when the children are grown and he Jefferson street ce-construction work bitulithic composition.
is in the way, the daughter and moth- l at Fourth on the avenue and Fifth on
amount
to 59 per cent, of the railway
carries
works
if
the
board
Now
of
heart affair is apt to collide at any originally. It is an act entirely difmoment with the war complications ferent from anything ever seen here er put their heads together and orig- Jefferson or 'whether the legislative out its intention the bitulithic people mileage of the United States, or
that surround the household. Colonel and will cause no end of comment. inate a den. There is no den for the authorities can compel matters to will not commence at Fourth on the 120,000 miles of road. The world's
mother because she gracefully elim- proceed. One board stands just the avenue and tear up the thoroughfare greatest railway center communicates
Primrose happens to be in active
inates
herself by sitting in the kitc'h- reverse to the other upon the subject, for the sewers, while if the legislative with the more than 40,000,000 people
sympathy with the rebels, even if his
What Soldiers Carry.
en or running over to a neighbor's.'and already the legislative officers authorities control the situation they of the great basin of the Mississippi,
home is within sight of the dome of
The 'Russian solder is probably
valley, and, bethe national capitol and there are more heavily burdened than any oth- It is her natural disposition to hide have turned down the recommenda- will have to start this work Within the world's richest
in a corner or remove herself entire- tion of the board of works that the the next clay or two the points will yond this natural territory of Chica4 little plotting, going on under the er. A foot soldier in the army of the
ly, and it is not the natural disposi- operations be stopped at the points be settled because Bridges will have go's great central market, with the
1st
7 roof that are expected to help Lee's czar carries over sixty-eight pounds.
tion
of the father... Hence the den. mentioned. It is understood that at the sewers all down on the avenue to friendly seaboard of the Atlantils, the
advance upon Washington. Carlisle The weights borne by the foot solIt
has
a couch and some pipes and the proper time though the board of Fourth by tomorrow night, or Tues- Pacific and the gulf. No single conconfesses tr• a little weaknese for the diers of the other principal European
tobacco
and the books which the works will set its foot down and day at the outside, and then decisions dition of trade supremacy so appeals
union cause and that tills the home nations are as follows: French, 62
neighbors
haven't got around to bor- stand pat in refusing to let the work will have to be made as to whether to the reason and imagination as the
with apprehensions that he might be pounds; British, 62 pounds; German,
rowing as yet, though if father be- go ahead de9iite the fact that the the bitulithic people carry the mains prerequisite of commercial and industented in a burst of patriotism to 6x pounds; Swiss, 59 pounds; Aus•
trial leadership enjoyed by the meskun off to the union camp and make tran, 47 pounds; Italian, 43 pounds. gins a story today the hook will be legislative authorities take the oppo- on out towards Ninth, or abandon
tropolis, a condition popularized in
to
be
found
loaned
out
when
he
wants
site
newt
work
until
stand.
the
portion
of
that
known all be has seen.
this pregnant saying: All roads lead
to finish it tomorrow. The den is a Mile time for a final settlement of spring.
So Polly's ingenuity is taxed to
M. Lavasseur, the statistician, has fashionable way of pushing the old the perplexing question is near at The hoard of works will at tomor- to Chicago.
the utmost to keep the romance out- suceeded M. Gaston Paris as execuman out. If there is one in your hand as by tomorrow night the storm row night's session of the council
side the war line and in spite of all tive head of the College de France.
home, Mr. Man, don't be deceived.
roc a Weer for The Register.
water sewerage will have been corn- again lay the matter before that board
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The Big Musical Comedy
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60 SIXTY PEOPLE 1N THE CAST 60

SEATS ON SALE MONDAY, SEPT. 18, 9 A. M.

PRICES: 25, 35, 50, 75, $1.00 $1.50.
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IliTVITTOUR VACANT POSITIONS IN TD[ CITY OF PADUCAH
a
Were
filled
by
Central
Business
College
for
cornduring
the
weeks, from
past
four
its
and
Shorthand
and
graduates.. in
nevertheless the
pupils
Bookkeeping;
demand
bined
Bookkeepers and
Stenographers
each
aware
month
exceeds their supply. Its Graduates have been steadily coined for
that
and lilsewhere who are
Paducah
of
by merdients
"CENTRAL
GRADUATES
DELIVER
THE
Paduqh
a
GOODS." "CENTRAL" is not afflicted with "Textbookitia." Its bookkeepers are in
such
Lo
h eb,largeBloom
of
boolm
of the
charge
houses
as
The
Scott
Hardware Company, Paducah saddlery Company, Pittsburg Coal Company, and
as
firms such
numerous others. Its Stenographers, with
Co., A. B. Smith Lumber Co., Armour Packing Co., I. C. Ry., etc., etc. "Central" offers
the best life insurance for a son or daughter; for once completed, who can rob them of their ability to earn a livelihood? "Central"
is the best institution. You know it! If you do not, we hold
evidences; and letters, from Pupils filling responsible Positions here in Paducah and other cities—such as will convince yea we anyone else. You know how rapidly Paducah is growing! Don't wait till it's doubled and trebled and
then gay "IF I HAD ONLY KNOWN." You now know itt You may "take the guarantee" and afterwards apply to us to get you a position, as others
have done; but you will not need to say "IF I HAD
ONLY KNOWN." You now know itl—That Paducab's Central Business College is the best—the cheapest in the end. If not, you at least know where to get the information. Write for catalogue. Send for one or call and get it. Go and see our graduates.
Let them do the talking, if you prefer.

CENTRAL BUSINESS COLLEGE IS NOT A BRANCH OF ANY OTHER COLLE6E-306 BROADWAY. LESS THAN THREE YEARS IN THE FIELD—STEADILY 6ROWIN6

610

WITH EVERY DOSE OF MEDICINE YOU TAKE, YOU NATURALLY THINK—"I WONDER
IF IT WAS COMPOUNDED CORRECTLY"—YOU HAVE A PERFECT RIGHT TO THINK IT, REGARDLESS OF
WHO
COMPOUNDS IT. BUT THERE IS A
FEELING OF CONFIDENCE AND
SAFETY THAT FOLLOWS THIS
FEELING. OUR LABEL PRODUCES THIS.

ABOUT THE PEOPLE THE KENTUCKY POPULAR WANTS

McPHERSON'S
DRUG.STORE

CAROL AR.DEN,

TELEPHONE 548.

e
t.

It's 600d and It's Healthful

NIGHT 10
a°
SEPT
ANNUAL TOUR

Mr. John Brooks left this morn- TUESIDAy
WANTED:—Boarders. Everything
DOCTORS SAY THAT THERE'S NOTHING BETTER
ing for Louisville.
first class. 313 North Sixth strrt.
FOR A WARM, THIRSTY MAN THAN A LONG. COOL
Ai% Henry Gcckel returnd yesterDRINK OF
day morning from Dawson. where he
WANTED—Colored cook at 32!
-has been the past week
Madison
street. Good wages; light
OF
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Martin and
wor 11.
The Dainty Comedienne,
Mrs. Robert Martin will return tomorrow from Buffalo and Cleveland.
LOST—Gold watch with fob. FinMrs. Fredon.a Perkins returned
der return to Register office and be
yesterday from visiting 'in Elkton,
rewarded.
In
,
Ky.
Paul
Wilstach's
Comedy of the South
,Nfrs. Jahn K. Hendrick will return
WANTED—An experienced salesthis morning from Staunton, Va.,
lady. Apply Mrs. Girardey's, 316
Prescriptions called for and deliv- Where she
accompanied her daughter
Broadway.
EVERY MAN WHO HAS TRIED IT WILL
AGREE
ered to any part of the city.
who entered school there.
THAT IT'S THE BEST BEER THAT EVER TRICKLED
Mir. William Hendrick is in from a
Phones No. teo.
FOR SALE—On North Sixth and
DOWN HIS THROAT.
Select Company of Players,
drumming trip for the Rawls shoe
Boyd, one 4 and one 5 room house.
COT. 4th and Broadway.
Original Complete Production and Inquire tos8
IT HAS A FLAVOR ALL ITS OWN—A PECULIARLY
factory of Evansiiille.
Trimble street.
Accessories.
PADUCAH,
KENTUCKY.
Ms. Victor Vali de Male returnSAT/SFYING TASTE THAT COMES FROM THE PURE
Everything Carried Complete.
ed yesterday from visiting in BardMALT, CAREFULLY SELECTED HOPS.
FOR RENT—Three or more tuts
well, Ky.
Sunday Morning, Sept. z7, 1e05.
furnished moms, all modern conven:
MANAGEMENT OF
ASK FOR BELVEDERE, THE MASTER BREW.
Mr. James Ferriman and wife, of
knees. Apply at 513 North Sixth
D. L. WILLIAMSON,
Grand Rivers, are visiting in the city. Prices as, 35, so, is
street.
z.00 and I.5o.
County Clerk George Landrum, of Seats on sale Mopday .a m.
Smithiand, was here yesterday on
FOR RENT: Two front roo
business.
and kitchen; also a furnished r
M. J. C. Sullivant, of Kuttawa,
Very reasonable to good tenants. Ap
Realty Co., to8 Fra- was here yesterday and left for CaliPly 314 South Fourth street.
n • , The-k2ritucky
..—
fornia to locate on account of his
terrnty Bunning. Old phone 851..
TELEPHONE 548.
-!t
PA-DUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Mts. DorIan's private school will health.
FOR RENT: Second and third
ear' .411111rer
'Mr. Frank Bonton, of Smithland,
floors of building on corner Third
6eptenalsisist.
Call for th "Blue School Lists" came here yesterday while enroute
and Kentactrysvenne; also rooms on
to California to locate.
at lifiarboues Book*Dept.
first floor suitable for business ofWITH
Messrs Bryant and Frank Bennett,
'" &lye your school books and supfice at very reasosable prices. H.
BIG MATINEE SATURDAY.
plies early at Harbour's Book Dept. of Livingston county, arrived here Commencing Wednesday', Sept. so. Matnmen, Jr.
- Mrs. E. L. VVhitesides, osteopath, yesterday en route to their home af- SOMETHING NEW
409 1-3 groactivraz Phontar, Old tau ter a trip to Oklahoma.
WANTED.
IN THE AMUSEMEST FIELD.
tMe. 'Louis •Cornillaud is here from
and New 76Y.
FOUR SOLICITORS TO CAN•
VASS THE CITY. POR THE REG—Ben Boyd's- team of colored bali Dyersburg, Tenn., to spend Sunday.
ISTER. SALARY OR COMMISINCLUDING
len last night for Owdnabro, He represents the Armotrr Packing
SION. APPLY AT THIS OFFICE
DatMlle, St. Louis. anj clicagp, company at that point and has a busi- T. V. Stock's Parisian Novelty.
:
*ED BIKUDWAY,
MONDAY.
where they play series -asirce nesessecond to none in this section of
the
country.
- -..,1k*ssi4arnes at each place, being absent
Leading Licensed Pawnbroiles
,of
M. Cade Davis goes up to SmithFOR MLR—A two-story trust
_ „.. about two weeks.
Paducah.
land this morning for a brief visit.
dwelling, seven rooms*, hag*
—The 10-year-old son of Dennis
Mk. Claude Baker and family leave
' Money to loan- oniall personal valuables,.Dia.tins hall, hot and cold water,
Loving, ccites.odie„kiLfrom the stable
today for Greenville, Ky., to make
LYCEUM
one
ENTERTAIN
ER.
buildings,
nise
yard
with
shade
'
monds, Watches, Gun., Pistols, Etc..
.. st, plat:
t thek home on 'Seltitit• Ninth, their future borne.
trees. Via s4lL4•044.1.• •G salt put-.
"s*
di). ael badly injured ,himself.
and Miss
Stellivim
Carrie
Mrs.
lisamos.
IMP
Strictly Cao111111011.
'chaser. Price reassemble. Aispfy
1%!
DC Jeff Robertson is attending the
Mary Louise Milliken yesterday reSOPRANO SOLOIST
924 North Serest& street. New
Bilripplus.lir Viireissised Moises..
. `• 51 -"d_iiliIA
turned from visiting at Elkton, and See the Labor Day Parade.
phone No. 63e.
—Christian Science services wild be are vests of Mrs. Lintieus ()rm. of See Third Kentucky .Regunent
WATCHICZAIiiiirIVELRY REPAIRED AT HALF PRIC.Z.
at
lirdboW\"%taid at io:3o o'clock this morning at Fifth end Washington streets. In a
Yeiser.
Camp
WANTED—Expe
rienced
energetic
211.
linoadway Midis
"sr_.sss,-ii Broadway
527 Broadway. Subject, 'Rearity."
few daye they go to their home in
Prices—Night, tea ac 35e and soc. man to manage our,baeiness in state.
—Tomorrow morning at Louisville St. Louis.
t-Matinee, children rsc, Adults SC.
Salary $2,100 for 10S months in year
the Episcopal rectors of this state
•
Mks. I.. G. Lander, of Calvert City, Sews on sale Tuesday at a. m.
and oorruniseione. Small financ•al in
hold a conference with Bishop Wood- as in the city yesterday shopping
.terve in company-and unimpeachable
cocks to lay out work and atrabg
Mr. J. R. Martin and family get
!references required. Sept. Ageneiests:
:or a larger conference next month.
AT
CHURCH.
away today for Greenville, Ky.. to
Wilbur Stock Food Co, Milwaukee.
—The Cent.-Ws baseball club goes makie their %tare home..
Wis
r
to Metropolis today to play the
Rev.
Wright
Preaches.
This
MornHon. James M. Lang and wife go
ing, While Ladies Meet To.
team of that city.
.
to the state fair at Lexington, Ky.,
WANTED: Obuipeeitors, non- on—John Alexander, of Calvert City, tomorrow. En
snellkOir
route back they will
ion, $teiso per week. Strike on. A
has been made tinpekeeper for the
viSs at Louisville.
This morning at Grace Ernstonai, few A I stone, job and make up men.
1. C. woodwe:king department at
Miss Gertrude Monroe. of Beaver
local shops, succeeding Frank
church Rector David Wright will Largest iciti printing plant in the U.
ntaft
e heat?
in. passed through here yesterday preach on
S. Permanent position guaranteed
bald, who went into the
b
"The Shepherd Psalm.''
W- for Benton to visit. While here she
competent
men of good character.
thanies office.
There will be no evening worship un•
was the guest of Miss, Edna Wright.
Transportation expenses refunded to
Rev. Pinkerton,
til cooler nights arrive
of tbt First
Captain Gus Jutte left yesterday
all who make good. R .R. Donnelly
Christian church asks all the choir
for Pittsburg after a several weeks'
& Son,, Chicago.
members to meet tonight at 7
Missionary
society.
•
o'clock in the Sunday school room. stay here. He is with the coal comThe Women's Home Missionary
bine.
—Engineer W. W. Beck, of the I.
society ci the Trimble Bernet MethoTAXPAYERS NOTICE.
Dr. B. F. Reeder has returned
dist church will meet- at gololork toC. corps, has arrived here to put in
from
Iota,
where
called
he
by
was
the
pipes so as to drain the vacant ground
morrow afternoon at the residence
Paducah, Ky., September 1, zoos.
behind the railroad hospital that is illness of tis ester, Sink B. C. of Mrs. B. T. Day s, flea Monroe
Yoe are hereby notified that all
Brinkley.
whom
he
better.
left
to be platted into city lots and sold
street.
persons
owning, or having in their
Misses Susie and Cherie Morton
by the company.
possession, or under their control as
sill
return
the
26th
instant
from
Fist
—Mr. and 'Mrs. L. C. Perry, of 615
No Services.
agent, guardian, or committee, execA
South Fourth, have a new boy by. Rock, N. C,, where they spent the
Owing to the illness of Rev W. E. utor, administrator, curator, trustee,
summer.
—Three applicants were yesterday
Cave, there will he no services at the receiver, commissioner or otherwise,
Miss Dow Husbands has returned First Presbyterian
examined under the civil service at
church today.
realty, tangible "or intangible personthe postaffice for carrier of the free from sojourning at Suwanee, Tenn.
al property, on the 15th day of SepMr. Charles B. Hatfield has re-rural delivery.
tember, are required on or before the
Madison Street Lot.
turned
from
a
week's
absence
at
—The street car company yesterday
North Ade, hetwesest icith and aoth; 1st day of October to give the assess-began closing its office at i o'clock Greenville, Ky., and other points.
Terrell's addition. $300; $75 cash. or a true and complete list of same,
Mr,
and
Glactfelter
go to
Mrs.
on, Saturday atfernoon's in order to
with true cash value thereof, as of the
balance $5 per m)oth.
sehre the attache's hall a day holiday. Florida tomorrow to take up their
Whittemore Real- Estate Agency, 15th day of September, under oath,
home.
The company yesterday also began
upon forms to be furnished on appliWe.Write Anything in Insurance
Mr. Herbert Pryor and wife re- Fraternity building, Both phones 835.
paying off employes by the envelope
cation by said assessor at his office,
turned
'from
Dawson yesterday.
system, instead of handing the money
Nicnies: Office 32S—Raeidence 1696.
and that all merchants of the city Office 306.11tiordway
About All Well.
bid's. Bettie Farrow returned yesout to them. By envelopes it can be
Keeper William Wheel's, of the doing business for themselves or --othterday to her home in Princeton afdone quicker.
pest house out behind Oak Grove ers shall in like manner and in addl.
visiting here.
ter
—J. E. Davis and Martin Shannon,
cemetery, believes that the three tion thereto, state the highest amount-5
4 •
bot h colored, were arrested at I City Jailer Thomas Evitt, ,is in smallpox inmates he has there will in value of goods, wares, and merch'jr.
.:
busnese.
Cairo
on
O'clkkk this morning by Officers Terbe well enough to dismise within the andise owned or kept on hand foe
•
Mr. George Barker and wife have next
rell and Cross on the charge of fightfew days. They are all con- sale by said merchants, during tho
gone
to
Illinois
Northern
visit
to
ing at Second and Kentucky avenue.
valescing and about reeoversixt from three months next preceding such
—Mr. David Mods, the advance relatives.
the attack r.f this dtrease. One of 15th day of September.
FOR YOUR DINNER.
j,
Mr. J. H. Faust, of Lafayette, re- the
man for the Porker Amusement comPrompt attention to this will sane
inmates, is a small negro chid
354 EVERY DAY ISICCEPT SUNDAY. I
pany-, left yesterday for Belleville, tinned (home yesterday after visiting who has been there several
property owners additional cost.
weeks.
is
UNTLL a PM.
Ill , where the attraction commence Mr. Carl Faust. the timber man.
STEWART DICK, Assessoet
Mr. W. B. Milne, went to Eddy- Concrete
*INNER
showing tomorrow, and remain until
SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 500, 13:3c to a.
Office Room 9, City Halt
Cellar For Stock Room.
next Sunday evening, when they come ville yesterday to visit his family.
Yesterday an.; last night laborer.
Approved, D. A. YEISER, Mayor.
_
'Miss Mary Hill has returned from were excavating down in the cellar
here the following week.
of
--Officers Terrell and Gross last Isfayfield.
the South Second street harness salesLots ps Cents Per Week.
night !tate ran in Frank Irvan and
Mr. Sherman Phill ps yesterday re rooms of the Rehkopf establishment,
Sarah Hobbs, colored, for immoral- turned from Dawson, where his wife getting out the dirt and putting same
We offer a plan by which airy boy,
ity, Irvan was also wanted on an old remelts' a few days longer.
in shape for a fine concrete floor to girl, man or woman can own a Pot in
fine of $to
Mr. Morton Hand has returned be pat down there. Heretofore when Paducah. We offer inside lots is the
SENRRAL INSURANC.R AND REAL ESTATE' AGENCY.
SPEC:
)
,/ltre
from a trip up the Tennessee river. storm sewers did not run along that HinkteviIle rcad addition for $250,
Mrs. Gus Gideon went to Lexing- block, the cellars filled with water and corner tots $300 each and on the IA,L ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUAFtAN'IT BONDS.
tcn, Tenn., yesterday to visit.
DON'T ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURbil& ri
and were damp, but now that connec- very easy terms of 5o.cents per week.
SECURITY.
Mr. R. S. Van Loon and wife re- tions are made with the Acwers and Best way known to save money is
OLD PHONE NO. 304
tin-ned
yesterday
from
•
Mayfield.
and
floored
cellar drained, it will he
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
to buy Pirdncah real estate.
Mi-es Bessie Karnes is home from used for a surplus stockroom.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
Wh ttemore Real Estate Agency,
-*
visiting at Danville, Ill.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
Fraternity building, Both phones 835..
. tilon
Mr. Harry Lukens, the wet) known
Sherter Sunday Hours:
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROUdrummer, yesterday went to Nashville
Commencing today the health offiBLES.
Councilman nr.
t3o SOUTH THIRD ST
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE to participate in the big meeting of cers wilrlite at the city hall on SunPADUCAH, K's'
Councilman
George Oie,hischlaeWEAK AND SICKLY TO PER- the Gisteon,,, the order er.mposed of days between the hours of 8 and ,its
Christian drummers. He led last a. m. only, ther_fore anycae wanting ger i confine at his home in FounFECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG n ght's meeting at the Nashville Y. certificates will have to apply tie- tain park addition with an attack at
Nt C. A.
malarial fever-.
tvreett those hours.
STORES.
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aducab Brewery Company

4. NIGHTS- 4

MONEY TO LOAN.

Ben Michael,

THE WORLD IN MOTION
LA ROTEL

Grace Gilmore Hamilton,
MISS LULU KOMI

•

Ask Your Grocer
r KEVIL'S
ARIST
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Rom
The,

?)

Standard Flour of*1
The World,
"
.1MMINNI

L. L BEBOUT

General Insurance Agprscy

To

HOTEL LAGOMARSINO

E.G. BOONE,

Lemon Chill Tonic

deriakers and Enibalmers,

ITIL, trim & co.

FULL LINE SASH, DOORS, PINE FLOORING AND ALL OTHER BUILDING MATERIAL.

Sherrill-Russell Lumber Co.
INCORPORATED.

Both 'Phones 295.

Prompt Delivery
•.•

•'4

,

Eleventh and Tennessee Streets.
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